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(1) This JRC-Scientific and Technical Report deals with the choice of steel material for the 
production of bearings to avoid brittle fracture of the steel components of these 
bearings under low temperature conditions. 
(2) This report has been initiated by the “VHFL-Vereinigung der Hersteller von 
Fahrbahnübergangen und Lagern für Bauwerke “ (Association of producers of transition 
joints and bearings for civil engineering works). 
(3) The objective was to prepare a tool on the basis of the procedure in EN 1993-1-10 – 
Choice of material to avoid brittle fracture - for normal steel fabrication, that allows to 
select the suitable steels for the various components of bearings such, that the 
regulatory requirements for safety under low temperatures are met. 
(4) As this JRC-Report is connected with the product standards for bearings, in particular EN 
1337, it has been prepared in cooperation of experts from CEN/TC 250, CEN/TC 167 and 
invited metallurgists. 
(5) The purpose of the JRC-Report is to serve as an information and guidance and also to be 





(1) Due to a significant decrease of toughness properties of structural steel with 
decreasing temperatures there is a risk that structural steel components may 
under low temperatures be susceptible to brittle fracture. 
(2) EN 1993-1-10 provides a method to avoid such brittle fracture by an appropriate 
choice of steel grade. 
(3) The background of this method is a fracture mechanics safety assessment for a 
particular accidental scenario that includes extremely low temperatures, the 
presence of crack-like flaws at critical Hot-Spots, that have grown by fatigue 
effects, the presence of nominal stresses Ed, and of material properties as 
specified in EN 10025. 
(4) The purpose of this report is to adapt the method in EN 1993-1-10 used for 
normal steel structures to the specific case of steel components of structural 
bearings that are produced according to EN 1337 and are subject to specific 
design, fabrication and installation methods. 
(5) In this adaptation the specific shapes of components generally machined from 
plates and the particular loading and verification models for the design of the 
components have been taken into account, so that eventually selection tables as 
in EN 1993-1-10 could be established. 
(6) In case a Finite-Element analysis is applied in the design of the components of 
bearings the appropriate method to determine the reference stress Ed is a Hot-
Spot-stress HS as defined by Dong. 
(7) For usual dimensions of bearings a simplified procedure is offered that refers to 
nominal values of bend,d as the surface stress from the linear bending theory. 
(8) A worked example illustrates the use of the simplified procedure. 
 
Ispra, September 2011 
J.A. Calgaro, U. Kuhlmann, G. Sedlacek, CEN/TC250 
H. Leendertz, CEN/TC 167 
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List of symbols 
Capital 
A(TEd) 
Accidental action A(TEd) which is defined as an extreme value of low 
temperature with a mean return period of 50 years.  
D Width of the sliding plate 
Ecm Mean value of the Young’s modulus of concrete 
Ed Accidental combination of actions 
G, Gk, The magnitudes of dead loads 
H Force acting in horizontal direction 
Hd [kN] Design force acting in horizontal direction 
JC Material toughness expressed in terms of J-Integral 
KV Charpy-V-notch impact energy [Joule] determined at a certain temperature 
TKV contributing to a KV-T-curve. 
K1 Stress intensity factor in mode 1-opening 
K2 Stress intensity factor in mode 2-opening 
K Stress intensity factor 
K*appl,d (9) Design value of the stress intensity factor 
Kappl Stress intensity factor determined from a linear elastic fracture mechanics 
analysis 
Keff Effective stress intensity factor considering that the main stresses are not 
perpendicular to the crack path 
KIc Fracture toughness determined from fracture mechanics small scale 
specimens 
 ̅,  ̅    Normalized distribution of stress-intensity factors for a specific geometry 
and loading 
Q, Qk, Qki The magnitudes of variable loads 
S275 Steel grade for structural steel with minimum yield strength 275 N/mm2 
Tmd Lowest environmental temperature 
T27J,nom Nominal transition temperature corresponding to 27 J acc. to e.g. EN 10025 
Tmrd 
Extreme value of low temperature 
Tmin Minimum temperature value 
Tmin,d Minimum design temperature value 
T Temperature [°C] 
T27J Test temperature [°C] for notch-impact Charpy-V-tests (CNV-tests) to 
achieve an impact energy of 27J.  
TEd Reference temperature [°C] of steel structures for choice of steel material 
 x 
to avoid brittle fracture according to EN 1993-1-10. 
TEd is the minimum temperature of air Tmv [°C] (corresponding to a 50 years 
return period) minus temperature loss by radiation (-5K), when the 
standardized conditions for the design size of crack at the hot-spot of 
notched structural components, for neglecting cold-forming effects and 
strain rate effects and for the reliability of results all specified in EN 1993-1-
10 are adopted.  
For other conditions, e.g. with additional cold-forming, TEd can be modified 
by temperature shifts, e.g. by ΔTcf [K]. 
TRd Temperature [°C] at which a safe level of fracture toughness can be relied 
upon under the conditions being evaluated. 
V Force acting in vertical direction 
Regular 
a Crack size 
a0 Initial crack size 
ad Design crack size 
aW Weld throat size 
b Geometric value 
beff Critical crack length 
c Crack width 
c0 Initial crack width 
d Geometric value 
fcd 
Design value of the concrete strength 
fy,nom Nominal value of yield strength 
fy Yield strength of material as specified in EN 10025  
hd,max Maximum horizontal force on lateral supports 
kDong Correlation coefficient between the Dong-Hot-Spot-stress HS and the stress 
bend approximately determined by the bending theory  
kR6 Factor to consider the interaction between brittle behaviour and local 
yielding 
m Mean value 
r Geometric value 
s Coordinate along the theoretical crack path 
t element thickness 
t1, t2, t3 Geometric dimension 




a, c Crack growth increment from fatigue loading 
  ̅̅̅̅   Temperature shift [K] between the mean value of bi and the design fractile 
m+3.03 σ of the distribution of bi, that represents the design value for 
measured input values. 
Tcf Temperature shift [K] in the notch impact energy-temperature diagram due 
to cold-forming (cf), also designated as ΔTDCF. 
TDCF See Tcf 
T27J Temperature shift due to the inhomogeneity of material toughness in 
through-thickness direction. 
εΔT  Temperature shift from high strain-rates 
Tcf 
Temperature shift from cold-forming effects 
Tr Temperature shift due to radiation loss of the structural component 
T Temperature shift caused by K
*
appl,d 
TR Additive safety element [K] in the limit state equation with TEd (action) and 
TRd (resistance), that is determined from the evaluation of large scale 
fracture mechanics tests and yields the required reliability of the design 
equation that is underlying Table 2.1 in EN 1993-1-10. 
 ̇ Strain rate from dynamic actions 
  ̇ 
Reference value of the strain rate 
cf Degree of cold forming in % 
 Poisson ratio 

 
Correction factor to consider the interaction between stresses from 
external loads and local residual stresses, that are reduced partially by local 
plastic deformations. 
 Stress 
1 First principal stress 
bend,d The ultimate stress determined in a simplified way according to the elastic 
bending theory in the critical cross section perpendicular to the neutral axis 
for action effects from loads factored with . 
Ed Nominal stress on service level applied from external forces to the 
structural component, in an accidental design situation according to EN 
1993-1-10. 
The leading action is the temperature TEd acting on a structural component 
with a standardized severe notch situation and the design value of crack at 
the hot spot of the notch. The external forces are from accompanying 
actions (permanent loads and frequent values of variable loads without 
partial factors). σEd does not include residual stresses. 
 xii 
Residual stresses are included in the procedure of EN 1993-1-10 by two 
means:  
1. Local residual stresses from welding are included in the 
 evaluation procedure of fracture mechanical large scale tests.  
2. Global residual stresses from restraints to the weld shrinkage of the 
 component are taken into account by a supplementary 






Utilisation rate from external stresses. EN 1993-1-10 gives in its Table 2.1 
information for admissible plate thickness for various steel grades, 
temperatures TEd and for the utilisation rates: 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. 
gy Stress to the gross section that causes yielding of the net section. 
HS Hot-Spot stress or structural stress 
max Maximum stress 
N Nominal stress 
P Primary stress resulting from the accompanying external actions 
S Residual stresses from restraints to the weld shrinkage of the component. 
tot tot = P + S 
1.1 Combination factor for frequent loads with a return period of  1 month 




(1) The design rules for steel-structures apply in general to the upper shelf domain of the 
toughness-temperature diagram, where the steel material exhibits ductile behaviour. To 
consider the reduction of toughness in the transition range of the toughness-
temperature diagram, steels should comply with a procedure for the choice of material 
to avoid brittle fracture. This procedure is based on a fracture mechanics safety-
assessment for a scenario of hypothetical crack-distribution and loading at the time of 
lowest possible temperature of the structure.  
(2) EN 1993-1-10 [2] gives a table for the choice of material which applies for the usual 
types of dimensions and details of structural steel components and includes the 
following parameters: 
- the lowest possible temperature of the structure TEd, 
- the structural detail at the critical spot which is contained in the detail classes in 
EN 1993-1-9-Fatigue. 
The sketches illustrating the detail classes in EN 1993-1-9 are “cut-outs” from 
structural steel components, which include the “hot spots” at which fatigue cracks 
can be expected and are also used for the definition of “nominal stresses”, to which 
the fatigue resistance of the detail refers.  
For the choice of material the same “hot spot” and the same definition of nominal 
stresses Ed as in EN 1993-1-9 is used, however stresses are not related to “fatigue 
loads”, but to “frequent loads” according to EN 1990 – Basis of structural design. In 
the table in EN 1993-1-10 nominal stresses from frequent loads are classified as 
portion of the yield strength (0.25 fy, 0.50 fy, 0.75 fy). 
- the plate thickness (product thickness) at the “hot-spot”. 
(3) Bearings for bridges consist of small structural steel components usually produced by 
machining, the sizes of which frequently do not comply with the geometrical 
assumptions made for applying the bending theory for steel structures, the loading of 
which may be dependent on the deformation conditions of interfacing parts and the 
quality control during fabrication is subject to specific requirements (EN 1337).  
(4) Therefore the prerequisites for the use of EN 1993-1-9 and EN 1993-1-10 do in general 
not apply, so that these standards are not useable for the choice of material for bearings 
without further information. 
(5) This report therefore addresses the choice of steel material for bearings of bridges and 
gives for details specific to bearings the information for a “safe-sided” choice taking 
reference to the lowest material temperature TEd, the type of detail, the stress level Ed 
and the relevant material thickness at the hot spot. 
(6) For deriving of the tables in this report the same fracture mechanics procedure is used 
as in EN 1993-1-10 however with some modifications of the procedure which comprise: 
1. The magnitude and the shape of the hypothetical design crack, because fatigue 
effects as considered in EN 1993-1-10 are not relevant. 
2. Definition of “nominal stress” Ed for the “hot-spot” which cannot be easily 
determined in the conventional way by force divided by area as specified in 
EN 1993-1-9. For the definition of “nominal stresses” Ed two methods are used: 
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i. method for assessing structural components with Finite Elements. 
ii. simplified method using the assessment with assumption of the “bending 
theory”. 
(7) The report is structured into the following sections: 
1. Fracture mechanics assessment as used in EN 1993-1-10 to avoid brittle fracture. 
2. Bearings for bridges, types of bearings and specification, standard components of 
bearings referred to in the assessment. 
3. Modifications of the fracture mechanics assessment as used in EN 1993-1-10 for 
the specific purposes of bridge bearings. 
4. Numerical studies and results. 
5. Proposal for a standardisation when using Finite Elements. 
6. Proposal for referring to ultimate stress assessments according to the bending 
theory. 
7. Worked example. 
 
 3 
2 Fracture mechanics safety assessment to avoid brittle fracture as used in 
EN 1993-1-10 
2.1 General 
(1) The procedure for choosing the steel to avoid brittle fracture in EN 1993-1-10 [2] is 
explained in the JRC-Scientific and Technical Report [3] related to this standard. 
(2) In the following an abridged version is given to make the modifications for bridge 
bearings understandable. 
2.2 Basics of the fracture mechanics procedure 
(1) The design equation with fracture mechanics properties (here stress intensity factors K) 
reads 
K*appl,d  ≤  Kmat,d (2-1) 
where  
K*appl,d is the design value of action effect at the tip of the 
hypothetical crack which is assumed to be located at the 
most severe notch of the structure component. 
 
Local plastic zones at the crack tip are taken into account by the correction value kR6 
according to the simplified Failure Assessment Diagram (FAD). The value K*appl,d 
therefore reads  
K*appl,d = Kappl / (kR6 - ) (2-2) 
where  
Kappl is determined from a linear elastic fracture mechanics 
analysis 
 
kR6  is a factor to consider the interaction between brittle 
behaviour and local yielding, see [2] 
 
 is a correction factor to consider the interaction between 
stresses from external loads and local residual stresses, that 
are reduced partially by local plastic deformations. 
 
(2) The fracture mechanics resistance is defined by KMat,d. That “toughness property” can be 
determined experimentally. Another option is a numerical determination on the basis of 
correlations to “toughness properties” specified in the material standards or given in the 
material certificates. The “toughness properties” in the material standards are given by 
minimum requirements for Charpy-V-impact energies at a certain testing temperature.  
(3) To standardize the fracture mechanics assessment procedure and to adapt it to the 
toughness properties T27J specified in the product standards, the design equation based 
on stress-intensity factors has been transformed to a design equation based on 
temperatures 
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TEd  ≥  TRd (2-3) 
(4) The temperature term TEd contains actions from the temperature of the structural 
component, influences from the stress-level and strain-rate, the shape and dimensions 
of the structural component and the size of the hypothetical crack-like flaw. 
TEd = Tmd + Tr + T + TR + εΔT  + Tcf (2-4) 
where  
Tmd is the lowest environmental temperature  
Tr is the radiation loss of the structural component: Tr = -5 K  
TR is an additive safety element in terms of a temperature shift  
T is the temperature shift caused by K
*
appl,d, i.e. by the 


























































 fy(t) is the yield strength depending on plate thickness t 
 ε  is the strain rate from dynamic actions 
 
0ε  =  0.0001 s
-1 is the reference value to define static actions 
Tcf is the temperature shift from cold-forming effects: 
 Tcf = 0  for cf ≤   2% 
 Tcf = -3 x cf  for cf >   2% 
 where cf is the degree of cold forming (plastic strain) in % 
 
(5) The resistance side includes the material toughness expressed by 
TRd = (T27J – 18) + T27J (2-5) 
where    
T27J  is the testing temperature, for which the Charpy-V-notch 
  impact energy attains 27 Joule 
 
T27J  is the temperature shift due to the inhomogeneity of material  
  toughness in through-thickness direction. It should be used  
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  where the hypothetical crack penetrates into the inner core area 
  of the product . The inner core  area for plates is defined as the 
  inner third of the plate thickness. 
2.3 Design situation 
(1) For developing EN 1993-1-10 for the choice of material to avoid brittle fracture an 
accidental design situation (case A1 - A2 - A3 in Figure 2-1) has been assumed that 
includes the following conditions: 
- The assessment is carried out in the region of elastic fracture mechanics (KIc-region) 
in the lower part of the toughness-temperature diagram.  
- The structural component has a crack at the critical hot spot and the crack has 
reached a critical size (the crack is understood as an initial crack from production 
overlooked at production control which has increased by fatigue effects during 
service).  
- The temperature of the structural component has obtained a minimum value Tmin, 
at which the value of material toughness has reached its minimum value JC (point A1 
in Figure 2-1). The temperature TEd on the action side may be further reduced by 
the temperature shifts from the influence of cold-forming or impact loads. 
- The magnitudes of variable loads Q and of the temperature of the structural 
component are statistically independent on each other. Therefore the accidental 
combination of action includes Tmin,d as the dominant action, which is combined 
with accompanying frequent loads GK + 1 QK which produce the stress-level from 
external loads (point A2 in Figure 2-1).  
- Because of the lower level of the frequent loads the stresses in this accidental 
combination of actions Ed =  (GK + 1 QK) are in general in the elastic range (point 
A3 in Figure 2-1). 
 
Figure 2-1: Design situations for the choice of material to avoid brittle fracture according to EN 
1993-1-10 
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(2) The accidental combination of actions, which is fully described by 
Ed = E {A [TEd] “+” Gk “+”1,1 Qk1 ”+”2,i Qki} (2-6) 
is justified by the fact, that a series of adverse influences (low temperature 
simultaneously with a hypothetical crack overlooked at the most severe location of the 
structural component) are all combined together. 
(3) The accidental action A(TEd) is defined as an extreme value of low temperature with a 
mean return period of 50 years, e.g. for Germany Tmrd = -30 °C including radiation loss.  
(4) The accompanying actions are stresses from permanent and variable loads. Because of 
the limited duration of the accidental extreme temperature the accompanying actions 
will not take their extreme values but the “frequent values” due the probability of 
occurrence.  
(5) From the accompanying external actions the nominal values are determined using the 
following load-combination 
P =  {Gk “+” 1,1 Qk1 ”+” 2,i Qki} (2-7) 
where    
1,1  is the combination factor for frequent loads with a return 
  period of  1 month 
 
2,i  is the combination factor for „quasi-permanent“ loads  
(6) In addition to these “primary” nominal stresses P also “secondary stresses” S from 
residual stresses and unforeseen restraints from the assembly of the structure have 
been taken into account in preparing the table for the choice of material in EN 1993-1-
10, so that 
tot = P + S (2-8) 
where    
P  is the nominal stress from the external loads, see above  
S  is the residual stress defined as “global”. In preparing the 
  table in EN 1993-1-10 a lump value S = 100 N/mm²
 has 
  been used. “Local” residual stresses, which occur in the 
  welded area at the hot spot and may be reduced by local 
  cracking need not to be specified as they are considered 
  already in the model uncertainty when the numerical  
  assessment procedure was calibrated to the results of fracture 
  mechanics tests undertaken with large-size welded test-
  specimens. 
 
(7) The values in the table of EN 1993-1-10 refer to the stress-level Ed = P only, so that for 
using the table S needs not to be further considered.  
(8) Where Ed is a compression stress, the structural component should be assessed for the 
lowest class of tension stress Ed = 0.25 fy.  
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2.4 Assumptions for the structural detail and the magnitude of hypothetical crack 
(1) EN 1993-1-10 has been initially developed for the choice of material for steel bridges; 
therefore the assumptions for the choice of a reference detail and the position and 
magnitude of the hypothetical cracks were mainly influenced by typical bridge 
structures.  
(2) The reference detail with geometrical parameters chosen for EN 1993-1-10 is a plate in 
tension with a welded longitudinal attachment as given in Figure 2-2. This detail is 
typical for bridge structures; because of the geometrical notch effect it represents an 
enhanced risk for starting brittle fracture. This detail is also included in the detail-classes 
in EN 1993-1-9 [5]. For determining K*appl,d particular ranges of dimensions (e.g. length of 
stiffener in relation to plate thickness and plate width, angle and size a of fillet weld) 
were assumed that are representative for the use in bridges. 
 
Figure 2-2: Reference structural detail for calculating K*appl,d for the choice of material in EN 
1993-1-10  
 
(3) Other detail classes as specified in EN 1993-1-9 are covered by this reference detail and 
the assessment method applied for it, so that EN 1993-1-10 is safe sided for all fatigue 
details in EN 1993-1-9. In case of structural details that cannot be classified to EN 1993-
1-9 the table for choice of material in EN 1993-1-10 is not applicable.  
(4) The assumption for a crack-like flaw is a semi elliptical surface crack at the position of 
the largest stress-concentration at the end of the longitudinal stiffener. Figure 2-3 shows 
the cross-section of a rectangular plate with a semi-elliptical crack. The ratio of the crack 
depth a to the crack-width c has been determined for this reference detail with a/c = 
0.4.  
 
Figure 2-3: Assumption of a semi-elliptical surface crack in a plate with rectangular cross-
section 
(5) The magnitude of the design values ad and cd is determined from two components: 
- the initial crack size with the crack depth a0 and the crack width c0 is determined in 
dependence of the product thickness (plate thickness) according to Figure 2-4. This 
magnitude is considered to be detectable in inspections during production see 








Figure 2-4: Magnitude of the initial crack from fabrication overlooked in inspections 
- the crack growth a, c from fatigue in service.  
(6) The design values ad and cd including crack growth from fatigue in service are functions 
of the fatigue loading.  
(7) For the fatigue loading the detail class c is relevant which gives a maximum total 
fatigue load of C
3 x 2∙106 for the full design life.  
(8) As for steel structures susceptible to fatigue as bridges inspections are required in 
certain intervals. The crack growth a = ad – a0 and c = cd – c0 is determined from a 
portion of the full fatigue load only, for which a quarter (1/4) has been selected. The 
crack growth was therefore determined for the fatigue load C
3 x 500.000.  
(9) The crack growth a at the weld toe of the longitudinal attachment with the geometry 
in Figure 2-2 was determined using the crack-propagation formulas by Paris. As a result 
the design value ad(t) dependant on the plate thickness t was obtained, see Figure 2-5.  
 
Figure 2-5: Design values of crack depth ad = a0 + a 
(10) The stress intensity-factor for this crack depth ad is the value Kappl,d, Figure 2-6.  
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Figure 2-6: Stress intensity factor Kappl,d calculated for the design crack depth ad in figure 2-5  
(11) The interpretation of the initial crack size a0/c0 as a flaw “overlooked in the production 
control” is justified by the fact, that the magnitudes of a0/c0 are detectable during crack-
inspections. Figure 2-7 gives the functions 2c0 of the initial crack and 2cd of the design 
crack in relation to the limits for detectability by visual inspection, colour penetration 
test, ultrasonic inspection and magnetic particle inspection.  
 
Figure 2-7: Assumptions for initial values and design values of crack size and detectability by 
testing methods 
(12) Hence the initial crack assumed is detectable by production control and can be assumed 
to be accidentally overlooked.  
2.5 Table 2.1 of EN 1993-1-10 
(1) Table 2.1 in EN 1993-1-10 gives the results of the fracture mechanics safety 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 Structural bearings for bridges, types, product specification and 
selection of standard components for fracture mechanics assessments 
3.1 Types of bearings and product specifications 
(1) Bearings for bridges are elements allowing rotation between two members of a 
structure and transmitting the loads defined in the relevant requirements as well as 
preventing displacements (fixed bearings) allowing displacements in only one direction 
(guided bearings) or in all directions of a plane (free bearings) as required. 
(2) The functional principles corresponding to the action effects they are built for may be 
taken from Figure 3-1. 
Functional 
principle 
Sliding Rolling Deforming 
Action effect 
required 
   
Translational 
movement 





Figure 3-1: Functional principles in response to action effects required for bearings of bridges 
[7] 
(3) The tasks of bearings are: 
- to transmit from the 6 spatial action effects in terms of forces and moments, which 
are possible at the connection between the bridge superstructure and the 
substructure (primary loads on the bearings), without or with limited relative 
movements and 
- to make relative movements between the bridge superstructure and the 
substructure in the sense of the other action effects (translational movements, 
rotations) possible at the supports. These relative movements may be responded 
by resistances of the bearings (secondary loads from the bearings), which are 
classified as follows: 
- resistances to movements from moveable bearings (from rolling, sliding and 
from mechanical guidances) 
- resistances to deformations (elastomeric bearings, pot bearings for rotation) 
(4) Bearings for bridges are specified in EN 1337 – structural bearings, the structure of 
which may be taken from Figure 3-2 [7]. 
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Figure 3-2: Structure of EN 1337-Structural bearings 
(5) Table 3-1 gives an example for the relationship between the various parts of EN 1337 to 
the parts of former DIN 4114 (German standard) the contents of which has been fully or 
partially withdrawn. Such comparison may be made for any other National Standard. 
Table 3-1: Survey on EN 1337 and relation to DIN 4141 
Standard Title Status and remarks 
DIN EN 1337-1, 
Februay 2001 
General design rule Standard in force,  
no product standard, 
replaces partly DIN V 4141 – 1, -2, -3 
DIN EN 1337-2, 
July 2004 
Sliding elements Standard in force, 
no product standard 
DIN EN 1337-3, 
July 2005 
Product standard 
Elastomeric bearing Standard in force, 
replaces DIN 4141-14-14/A1, -140/A1, 
partly -15, -140, -150 
DIN EN 1337-4, 
April 2004 
Product standard 
Roller bearings Standard in force, 
does not replace any DIN-standard 
DIN EN 1337-5,  
July 2005 
Product standard 
Pot bearings Standard in force, 
does not replace any DIN-standard 
DIN EN 1337-6,  
June 2004 
Product standard 
Rocker bearings Standard in force, 




Table 3-1: continued 
Standard Title Status and remarks 






Standard in force, 




Guided bearings and 
restraint bearings 
Standard in force, 
replaces DIN 4141-13 
DIN EN 1337-9, 
April 1998 
Protection Standard in force, 
no product standard, 
replaces partly DIN V 4141-1 




Standard in force 
replaces partly DIN V 4141-1 
DIN EN 1337-11, 
April 1998 
Transport storage and 
installation 
Standard in force 
replaces DIN 4141-4 
(6) EN 1337 deals exclusively with the construction products “bearings”. EN 1337 does not 
deal with the installation and supplementary equipments of bearings as “anchor plates” 
and with other requirements which were contained e.g. in Germany in “Allgemeine 
Bauaufsichliche Zulassungen” (General technical Approvals) and “Lager-
Richtzeichungen” (Guidance drawings for bearings) before EN 1337 got into force, see 
Figure 9-4. As these requirements also control the quality of the bearings with respect to 
durability and safety of use, they are now summarized in the “Allgemeine 
Bauaufsichtliche Zulassungen” of the Deutsche Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt) in addition 
to EN 1337, e.g.  
- Z-16.7-444 “Ausstattung von RWSH-Brückenlagern mit CE-Kennzeichung“ 
(Equipment of RWSH bridge-bearings with CE-marking) or 
- Z-16.4-436 or ETA-06/0131 „Maurer MSM®-Kalottenlager“ (Maurer 
MSM®-spherical and cylindrical PTFE-bearings). The bearing can be installed with 
the supplementary equipment specified in this Technical Approvals directly into the 
bridge structure without further additions. 
This example should be used to check the situation in other regulatory environments. 
(7) The choice of material for the supplementary equipment, e.g. anchoring parts, 
fasteners, fill plates, wedge plates and additional plates, the material of which should 
comply with the EN-Standards and be suitable for the purpose and welding, should be 
according to EN 1993 – Part 2 [9]. 
(8) The effective temperature of the bearings for determining the application field in 
accordance with EN 1337 [7] is the minimum and maximum air-temperature. 
(9) The aim of this report is the choice of material for steel components of bearings, which 
complements the rules for choice in EN 1993 – Part 2. 
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3.2 Selection of standard components of bearings for facture mechanics assessments 
(1) From the list of type of bearings according to Figure 3-1 two reference types (Type A and 
Type B) are selected, see Figure 3-3. 
(2) The difference between type A and type B is the detailing of the sliding plate and of the 
welded lateral guiderail. 
  
 
Figure 3-3: Reference type of bearings, Type A (above) and Type B (below) 
(3) The investigations comprise all components of the bridge bearing, that comply with the 
product standard EN 1337-Structural bearings [7] and also the “anchor plate”. 
(4) The components of the bearings and their details may be taken from Table 3-2. 
(5) The choice of the reference types of bearings according to Figure 3-3 and of the 
Standard details according to Table 3-2 has been agreed with CEN/TC 167. 




Table 3-2: Standard details for bearing components to be investigated 








(Sliding plate and lateral guiderail) 
 
t: 55 – 315 mm 
t1: 20 – 215 mm 
t2: 25 – 100 mm 
D: 500 – 1800 mm 
d: 355 - 1385 mm 






(sliding plate and lateral guiderail) 
 
t: 55 – 315 mm 
t1: 20 – 215 mm 
t2: 25 – 100 mm 
D: 500 – 1800 mm 
d: 355 - 1385 mm 






(sliding plate and lateral guiderail) 
 
 
t1: 55 – 285 mm 
t2: 55 – 170 mm 
aw: 12 - 42 mm  
(K oder Y-weld) 
D: 440 – 2580 mm 






t: 55 – 255 mm 
t1: 20 – 55 mm 
t2: 20 – 60 mm 
t3: 35 – 150 mm 
D: 330 – 1800 mm 
b: 40-100 mm 
r: 135-590 mm 
t: 55 – 255 mm 
t1: 20 – 55 mm 
t2: 20 – 60 mm 
t3: 35 – 150 mm 
D: 330 – 1800 mm 
b: 40-100 mm 






t: ≥ 55 mm 
D: 440-3300 mm 
t: ≥ 55 mm 




Bearing for horizontal forces without rotation 
and capacity for vertical forces 
 
t: 30 – 150 mm 
d: 55 – 300 mm 
aw: 5 – 25 mm  
D: 440 - 3300 mm 
t: 30 – 150 mm 
d: 55 – 300 mm 
aw: 5 – 25 mm  




4 Modification of the fracture mechanics safety assessment 
4.1 General 
(1) The fracture mechanics safety assessment as used in EN 1993-1-10 had to be adapted to 
the particularities of steel components for bearings in the following respect:  
1. Definition of structural parameters that are typical for steel bearings 
2. Definition of “nominal stresses” Ed in compliance with the geometry and the 
loading of the steel components.  
4.2 Definition of structural parameters typical for bearings  
4.2.1 Model for fracture mechanics assessments 
(1) The structural steel components of bearings are either rotationally-symmetric (e.g. for 
spherical bearings with restraints for all axes) or prismatic (e.g. for cylindrical bearings 
with unidirectional movable sliding).  
(2) For simplifying the calculations for both the rotationally-symmetric and prismatic type of 
bearings a strip is selected, that in the case of rotationally-symmetric design represents 
a sector and in the case of prismatic design represents a parallel section transverse to 
the generator. 
In compliance with this simplified model the assumption for the size of the initial crack is 
that of a continuous notch along the full perimeter of the component for rotationally- 
symmetric components and as linearly distributed along the length of the generator for 
axisymmetric components. Such a crack distribution can be interpreted as resulting from 
an accidental defect imposed during machining or welding.  
4.2.2 Shape and magnitude of the design crack 
(1) In the strips (either sectors or sections) used as fracture mechanics models the crack 
depth is constant along the width of the strips and also straight-lined. 
It is located at the spot of high stress-concentration, where - in case of fatigue - fatigue 
cracks could be expected. The crack depth corresponds to the initial crack size in 
EN 1993-1-10, see Figure 2-4. As bearings considered in this report are not subject to 































aa   for t ≥ 15 mm (4-2) 
where t0 = 1 mm. 
(2) For the detectability of such cracks during production control see Figure 2-7.  
4.2.3 Assumption for residual stresses 
(1) EN 1993-1-10 provides two types of residual stresses:  
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1. Residual stresses in the local region around the welds at the hot spot from weld 
shrinkage which enhance the stresses in the welds and are reduced where cracks 
occur (primary residual stresses).  
2. Far distance effect of weld shrinkage due to restraints resulting from the 
boundary conditions of the structural component (secondary residual stresses). 
These residual stresses are superimposed to the stresses from external loads and 
are not affected by local cracking at the hot spot.  
(2) For the reference types A and B of bearings (see Figure 3-3) the occurrence of significant 
secondary stresses is improbable. For reference type B (welded alternative to type A) 
there may be large weld thicknesses (e.g. aw = 42 mm) which will cause large primary 
residual stresses.  
(3) In EN 1993-1-10 it is assumed that the primary residual stresses are covered by the 
calibration of the fracture mechanics assessment procedure to the results of fracture 
mechanics tests with typical large scale welded test specimens that include those 
primary stresses. For secondary residual stresses an assumption of S = 100 MPa has 
been made.  
(4) For the steel components of bearings it is assumed that primary residual stresses that 
may be larger than those assumed in EN 1993-1-10 and other unidentified effects from 
restraints both for type A and type B bearings will be covered by the use of a secondary 
residual stress of S = 100 MPa.  
4.2.4 Critical crack length beff 












  (4-3) 
which takes into account the effect of the length of cracks on the probability of 
temperature shift and which has been derived from the “weakest-link-model”. The term 
beff refers to the length of the critical crack front. [6] contains information what values 
beff should be used depending of the type of crack. For this case of strip-models 
(sectorial and sectional) with continuous crack fronts the information in [6] are not 
usable. 






Figure 4-1: Influence of the length of crack front on the temperature term T 
(3) It is evident from Figure 4-1 that a progressing effective length of crack front reduces the 
function f(beff). In the limit state equation for brittle fracture a small value of beff is 
advantageous, as the temperature TEd on the action side, which includes T, is 
increased, see Figure 4-1.  













  (4-4) 












  (4-5) 
where t is the steel product (e.g. plate-) thickness at the hot spot. This assumption 
corresponds to the procedure to consider the reduction of fatigue resistance for thick 
plates in EN 1993-1-9.  









































   
the temperature TEd (≥ TRd) is the more reduced the thicker the plate thickness is. 
4.2.5 Determination of the stress limit gy 
(1) The stress limit gy is the stress to the gross section that causes yielding of the net 
section. This value is needed to determine the correction function kR6 from the CEGB-R6-
diagram. For the standard case of a straight surface crack, see Figure 4-2, gy may be 
determined according to [6] from 









tft ygy 1  (4-6) 
 
Figure 4-2: Definition of net section yielding 
4.2.6 Inhomogenity of toughness in through-thickness direction  
(1) Steel components of bearings may be produced from thicker plates by machining. The 
thickness of the plates may be in the order of magnitude of the thickness of the 
machined steel component, so that the steel properties of the plate apply. The thickness 
of the plate may however be greater, so that the position of the steel component in 
through thickness direction controls whether the properties of the thick plate according 
to the certificate (position of test sample close to the surface) apply or not.  
(2) In case the position of the steel component is outside the position of the test sample for 
the certificate for the thick plate, particular material tests from the inner part from 
which the steel component is produced should be considered. 
(3) In the fracture mechanics assessment procedure to avoid brittle fracture a “normal” 
reduction of material toughness in through-thickness direction is taken into account by 
the term 
   8,125,7ln1,2tanh9,1227  tT J  (4-7) 
This case applies where the thickness of plate to be machined is in the order of the 
magnitude of the thickness of the steel component.  
By the term T27J the temperature TRd on the resistance side is increased with 
unfavourable effects.  
(4) For the assessment of steel components of bearings the term T27J is generally used to 
model a certain “normal inhomogeneity”, even if the hypothetical crack would not enter 
into the core part of the material (inner third of material thickness).  
(5) A condition for “normal inhomogeneity” for larger thickness of material is, that the 
steel-properties of the inner parts of thick plates do not “significantly” deviate from the 
properties at the spot where the sample is taken. Such significant deviations may e.g. be 
caused by insufficient rolling technology in the steel mill. 
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(6) As long as EN 10025 does not provide options for specifications of the inner part of thick 
products, additional tests should be agreed for the material delivery. 
4.2.7 Strain rate effects, cold forming 
(1) Temperature shifts from high strain-rates or from high degrees of cold-forming are not 
relevant for bearings and therefore are ignored. 
4.3 Definition of the nominal values Ed from the geometry and loading of steel 
components of bearings 
4.3.1 General 
(1) In the fracture mechanics assessment of structural steel components according to EN 
1993-1-10 there is the underlying thought, that according to Figure 4-3 a fracture 
mechanics test specimen could be cut out of the structural steel component which 
contains all relevant geometrical and metallurgical parameters as shape, crack 
configuration and local residual stresses from welding and is loaded at the edges by 
uniformly distributed nominal stresses tot from external loads and from residual 
stresses from long distanced restraints.  
 
Figure 4-3: Fracture mechanics test specimen cut-out from the structural component 
(2) This fracture mechanics test specimen is taken as the fracture mechanics model for 
which the assessment can be carried out experimentally or numerically.  
(3) The stress Ed from external loads will be determined using the bending theory for 





Ed   (4-8) 
Where the stresses are not uniform in through thickness direction the maximum stress 
Ed at the surface is taken as uniform stress on the safe side.  
(4) For bearings the geometry of steel components is more compact than that of normal 
steel structures; therefore the components have already the size and characteristics of 
fracture mechanics models; they can be reduced in size only by taking advantage of 
symmetrical effects.  
(5) Table 4-1 gives a survey on the fracture mechanics models for the component numbers 
in Table 3-2 as well as on the load assumptions and boundary conditions for 
deformations, on which the calculations have been based. These load assumptions and 
cut out with local residual stresses
and nominal stress  from external






boundary conditions in Table 4-1 are not realistic in any case, they have however been 
selected as reference situations suitable for a standardized procedure. 
(6) The standardized procedure cannot presume for all cases that the stresses Ed can be 
determined according to the bending theory, see 4.3.1(3); to cover all cases the 
standard procedure is based more generally on Finite Element calculations in the first 
instance, on which a simplification with using the bending theory in the second instance 
is based. 
(7) Therefore a relationship must be established between the nominal stress Ed used for 
the choice of material to avoid brittle fracture and the results of Finite Element 
calculations. 
(8) This relationship can be determined as follows: 
1. For the models, loading conditions and crack configurations in Table 4-1 the stress 
intensity-factors Kappl,d are calculated along the crack path for unit loading and 
varying geometrical parameters. 
2. For the same situations, crack configurations, unit loading and geometries the 
distributions of main stresses 1 are determined, also along the crack path, and 
from the distribution of 1 the “hot spot-stress” HS at the point of crack initiation 
is derived using the method of Dong. 
3. By relating the distribution and the magnitude of the stress intensity factor Kappl,d 
to the hot-spot-stresses HS the distribution of the “normalized” stress-intensity 
factors  ̅ for the hot-spot stress HS = 1 N/mm² is obtained. 
4. It can be assumed that this distribution of normalized stress intensity factor  ̅ is 
not sensitive to variations of the loading and the boundary condition of the 
fracture mechanics model. It is therefore applicable to hot-spot-stresses HS, 
which have been determined more realistically with the proper geometry, loading 
and boundary conditions. Hence the realistic fracture mechanics action effect is 
HSd,appl KK   (4-9) 
where  
 ̅ is the “normalized” distribution of stress-intensity factors for the 
 geometry and loading according to Table 4-1 
 
HS is the hot-spot stress according to Dong determined for realistic 
 geometrical and loading conditions 
 
5. By this procedure the hot-spot stress HS according to Dong determined for 
realistic geometrical conditions and loading receives the status of the “nominal 
stress” Ed according to EN 1993-1-10, so that Ed = HS. 
(9) With this procedure the producer of bearings has the possibility to carry out Finite 
Element calculations of the steel components of bearings for realistic conditions and to 
make the choice of material using the normalised value  ̅ and the reference stress Ed. 
(10) As it can be shown that steel components of bearings with usual dimensions and made 
of steel grade S355J2 are not much limited in size by fracture mechanics assessments to 
avoid brittle fracture, also a simplified procedure is presented at the end of the report 
that has been derived from the procedure with hot-spot stresses HS. This simplified 
procedure helps to decide on the basis of the results of simplified ultimate limit state 
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checks using the bending theory whether the usual dimensions are sufficient. This 
simplified procedure allows to avoid more complex Finite Element calculations. 
Table 4-1:  Fracture mechanics models with 2 dimension with assumptions for loading and 
boundary conditions 





























4.3.2 Determination of the reference stress σEd = HS according to Dong 
(1) For determining the reference stress Ed (nominal stress) = HS the Hot-Spot-stress 
method with modifications according to Dong [13], [14] is used. 
(2) The standard Hot-Spot-stress method according to IIW-document [10] yields a certain 
“structural stress” at the Hot-Spot, which can be determined either experimentally or 
numerically via stress-values at defined “reference points” in the actual elastic stress 
distribution by extrapolation from these stress values to the “Hot-Spot”, see Figure 4-4. 
 
Figure 4-4: Definition of the “structural stress” according to IIW-document [10] 
(3) The IIW-document gives recommendations for two types of structural stresses (type “a” 
with extrapolation on the flat surface of the plate element and type “b” with 
extrapolation at the cut side (at the edge of the plate element), see Figure 4-5. 
 
Figure 4-5:  Types of structural stress (type “a” and type “b”) according to IIW-document [10] 
(4) The conditions for the selection of reference points and for the extrapolation function 
may be taken from Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2: Determination of the Hot-Spot-stress HS (structural stress)  according to IIW-
document [10] 
Hot-Spot 
relative fine mesh 
(as shown or finer) 
relative coarse mesh 
(fixed element sizes) 




  ttHS   0,14,0 67,067,1    ttHS   5,15,0 50,050,1   
  
at sharp changes of direction of 
the applied force or for thick-
walled structures. 
  
  tttHS   4,19,04,0 72,024,252,2     




  mmmmmmHS 1284 33     ttHS   5,15,0 50,050,1   
(5) The modified “structural stress” method according to Dong yields the “structural stress” 
HS by linearization of the actual elastic stress distribution along the linear crack-path. 
(6) There are three assumptions for the linearization that may be used for steel 
components of bearings, see Figure 4-6. 
case a) case b) case c) 
Inner linearization for single 
sided fillet welds for full depth 
Inner linearization for single 
sided fillet welds for specified 
depth 




Figure 4-6: Definition of the “structural stress” according to Dong 
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(7) The advantages of this method in relation to the standard method for determining the 
Hot-Spot-stresses are the following: 
1. The structural stress HS determined in this way is from a single, linearization path 
and clear and unmistakable  
2. It is taken into account that the structural stress HS is not only controlled by small 
cracks at the Hot-Spot, but also by larger cracks that have progressed into the 
thickness of the product. Therefore HS represents a certain equivalent for the 
“total stress” perpendicular to the crack. This “total stress” is approximated by the 
linearization. 
3. The method also has been calibrated to the results of fatigue tests with various 
geometries of detail. 
4. The determination of the structural stress from FE-calculations is relatively 
insensitive on the Finite-element-net- chosen. The conditions to be applied for 
fine nets given in Table 4-2 are taken into account. 
5. The method is specified for use for pressure vessels and pipelines in the 
ASME-standard [12]. 
(8) For the different cases of linearization in Figure 4-6 the following applies: 
- case a): monotonous reduction of the actual elastic stress distribution (dotted 
line) across the section; the “inner” linearization comprises the full 
cross-section. This results in general in the stresses as determined from 
the bending theory. 
- case b): monotonous reduction of the actual elastic stress distribution (dotted 
line) in thick or wide cross-section or plates; the “inner” linearization is 
then recommended to cover only a part of the thick cross-section with a 
depth t1 < t. It applies e.g. for cracks starting from a notch at the surface. 
For bearings the depth t1 was determined at that point, where the actual 
elastic stress is reduced to 10 % of its maximum value. 
- case c): non-monotonous reduction of the actual elastic stress distribution 
across the depth of the cross-section, e.g. for thick plates with welded 
attachments at either sides. 
This leads to a bilinear inner linearization.  
For welded connections on both sides of the plate and for symmetrical stress 
distribution the linearization is recommended to be applied over half the plate thickness 
(t1 = t/2). This gives a supplementary definition of structural stress used by Dong which is 
applicable for monotonous reduction of stress only. 
4.3.3 Example for the determination of structural stress according to Dong 
(1) As an example for the determination of the structural stress according to Dong the 
























Figure 4-7: Example of detail 2A from Figure 4-1 for the calculation of structural stress 
according to Dong 
(2) The calculation was performed with the software ABAQUS with 8-nodal plate-elements 
with an average size of 1 x 1 mm. 
(3) In the first step the standard Hot-Spot methods according to the IIW-document were 
used to determine the main stress-distributions approximately perpendicular do the 
potential crack path and to extrapolate with a non-linear extrapolation rule in horizontal 
and in vertical direction, see Figure 4-8. The results are HS = 2,38 N/mm² for the 
horizontal path and HS = 3,65 N/mm² for the vertical path. 
(4) An estimation of magnitude of surface stress by the bending theory for the selected 
crack path would produce HS = 2,4 N/mm². 
 
 
Figure 4-8: Determination of Hot-Spot-stresses with the conventional Hot-Spot-stress method 
with extrapolation at the surfaces 
(5) The method of Dong requires an “inner” linearization of the actual stress along the 
hypothetical crack path (45°), see Figure 4-9. The “inner” linearization is performed 
automatically be the FE-software ABAQUS. The distribution of main stresses along the 
hypothetical crack path attains a maximum max for s   0 at the “geometrical 
singularity” and is reduced monotonously for s > 0. 
 
















1 (vertical path for extrapolation)
1 (horizontal path for extrapolation)
t1 = 95 mm
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(6) It is evident, that the magnitudes of the Hot-Spot-stresses are dependent on the length s 
used for the linearization. This length s is limited by the threshold value i, under which 
stresses are ignored. 
(7) In Figure 4-10 the Hot-Spot-stresses are plotted versus the linearization length and the 
related threshold stress i: 
For I > 1.0 N/mm² the value HS is HS = 4,05 N/mm², for 1 = 0,5 N/mm² the value HS 





Figure 4-10: Determination of the Hot-Spot-stress by the “inner” linearization according to 
Dong (a) and comparison with conventional Hot-Spot-stresses obtained by surface 
extrapolation (b) according to Figure 4-8  
(8) Figure 4-10 and Table 4-3 also show a comparison of results obtained with the 
conventional surface extrapolation method. 





 extrapolation inner linearization 
 horizontal vertical i > 0,0 MPa i > 0,5 MPa i > 1,0 MPa 
HS 
[MPa] 






































i > 0,5 N/mm²
i > 1,0 N/mm²
















i > 1,0 N/mm²
i > 0,5 N/mm²
i > 0,0 N/mm²
1 (vertical path for extrapolation)
1 (horizontal path for extrapolation) analytical
t1 = 95 mm
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(9) The comparison of results shows that the surface extrapolation gives only for the 
vertical extrapolation path representative values for fracture mechanics assessments. 
The “inner” linearization according to Dong gives only representative results for the 
threshold value i > 1,0 N/mm² . 
(10) From various such comparisons the conclusion has been drawn that for the method of 
Dong the threshold value should be fixed with the relative value  
I = 0.10 max, see Figure 4-11. 
(11) The results of “inner” linearization with this threshold value I = 0.10 max and of the 
extrapolation with the vertical surface extrapolation are given in Figure 4-11 as a 
function of the product thickness t. 
 
 
Figure 4-11: Hot-Spot-stresses from “inner” linearization according to Dong for the threshold 
value I  0.10 max, (10 % criterion) and comparison with the results of surface 
extrapolation 
(12) The dependency of the Hot-Spot stresses from the product thickness is affine for all 
methods. 
(13) In the following report therefore the method of inner linearization according to Dong is 
applied. 
(14) In this application the following steps were carried out: 
1. Determination of the potential crack path to fix the linearization-path 
2. Determination of main stress along the linearization path and derivation of the 
tensile stress-component perpendicular to the crack path 
3. Determination of the length of linearization from the distribution of the maximum 
tensile stresses (10 % criterion) 
4. Performance of the linearization 
5. Derivation of the Hot-Spot-stress HS. 
Note: When preparing the meshing for Finite-Element-calculations it is necessary to 
provide a suitable radius at the point of “singularity”. Unless other data are available, a 































numrical value of stresses at hot-spot
from extrapolation on vertical path
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5 Numerical investigations and results 
5.1 General 
(1) For the models given in Table 3-2 and Table 4-1 the numerical investigations were 
performed with the FE-Software ABAQUS, Version 6.8, to obtain 
- the Hot-spot-stresses according to section 4.3 of this report 
- the stress intensity factor K, 
as no catalogues of solutions were available for these details. 
(2) The calculations were carried out with a linear elastic material law. 
(3) The calculations gave the distributions the stress intensity factors K at the crack front. 
(4) Out-puts of the calculations were the K-values for the crack-opening modes K1 and K2, 
see Figure 5-1. 
 
Mode 1 (Opening) Mode 2 (Shearing) Mode 3 (Tearing) 
 
Figure 5-1: Crack opening modes 
(5) The assessment method assumes that the main stresses are actions for crack opening 
mode 1. 
(6) In order to cover the fact that the main stresses may possibly not be perpendicular to 




1 KKKKKeff   (5-1) 
(7) The fracture mechanics assessment is carried out with the maximum stress-intensity 
factor 
 eff1 K,KmaxK   (5-2) 
(8) For simplicity reasons the investigations are performed with a unit line load resulting 
from  = 1 N/mm for a section with a length of 10 mm (load introduction). Due to linear 
relationship a different scaling of stresses, strains or stress intensity factors is easily 
possible. 
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(9) As a rule two calculations are carried out, one with the maximum, one with the 
minimum dimensions, that shall clarify, what gives the maximum influence on the risk of 
brittle fracture. In this report therefore fracture mechanics assessments were performed 
for the upper bounds and the lower bounds of the geometry of the bearings. 
(10) Calculation models were produced using symmetries to reduce the expenditure for 
modelling and calculation. 
(11) The modelling was made with two dimensional plate elements (8 nodal elements). In 
particular for the modelling of the crack tip a very fine meshing was necessary. 
(12) In addition the determination of the stress intensity factor at the crack tip requires a 
particular meshing of this region with special-collapsed crack tip elements, that take 
account of the stress singularity at that spot, see Figure 5-2 for the example of the 
geometry of the detail 1 according to Table 4-1. 
 
 
Figure 5-2: Spider web mesh configuration at the crack tip with collapsed finite elements for 
detail 1 in Table 4-1 
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5.2 Component No 1 – Rotationally-symmetric top component, type A (sliding plate 
and lateral guiderail) 
5.2.1 Geometry, load assumptions and boundary conditions 
(1) The geometry of the top component is given in Figure 5-3. 
 
 
Figure 5-3: Detail No 1 – Top component of type A (sliding plate and guiderail) 
(2) The numerical values of dimensions may be taken from Table 5-1. 
Table 5-1: Dimensions for detail 1 
t [mm] t1 [mm] t2 [mm] D [mm] d [mm] b [mm] 
55 – 315 20 – 215 25 – 100 500 – 1800 355 – 1385 50 - 500 
(3) The loading should be independent of individual situations with realistic loading 
conditions. Therefore standard loading cases have been chosen that lead to 
representative fracture mechanics loading, see variants 1-1 and 1-2 in Figure 5-4. 
(4) Both variants for loading lead to tension stresses in the re-entrant corner at the 
connection between the sliding plate and the guiderail. 
Loading variant 1-1 Loading variant 1-2 
 
 
Figure 5-4: Variants for loading for detail 1: Variant 1 with horizontal loading (left), variant 2 
with vertical loading (right) 
(5) The calculations were performed for two geometrical configurations at the lower and 
upper bounds of dimensions as recommended by the producers of bearings, see Table 
5-2. Besides the plate-thickness t1 also the width b of the guide-rail has proved to be 
relevant for the variation of the stress intensity factors. The diameter D of the sliding 
plate was kept maximum, to produce the maximum bending moment in particular for 
loading variant 2 at the re-entrant corner. 
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Table 5-2: Upper and lower bounds of the geometrical dimension for detail 1 
Upper bounds Lower bounds 
t1 [mm] 20 - 215 t1 [mm] 20 - 215 
t2 [mm] 100 t2 [mm] 100 
D [mm] 1800 D [mm] 1800 
d [mm] 970 d [mm] 1700 
b [mm] 415 b [mm] 50 
(6) The crack orientation for both loading variants was 45°, so that the maximum stress-
intensity factor was achieved. Vertical or horizontal crack-configurations with equal 
crack depths have a small influence on the stress intensity factor and prove to be less 
critical than the crack configurations with 45°. 
(7) The value of the initial crack size a0 is determined in dependence of the plate thickness t 
and rises with increasing plate thickness. 
(8) Figure 5-5 gives a section of the FE-model as well as the deformations with crack-
opening. 
  
Figure 5-5: Section of the FE-model (left) and part with crack opening (right) 
5.2.2 Hot-Spot-stresses 
(1) For the loading variant 1-1 Figure 5-6 (left) shows the Hot-Spot-stresses for the upper 
bounds of the geometrical dimensions according to Table 5-2 and Figure 5-6 (right) gives 
the values for the lower bounds. 
 
 
Figure 5-6: Hot-Spot-stresses obtained with “inner” linearization according to Dong for 
geometric upper bounds (left) and lower bounds (right) for loading variant 1-1 
(2) The influence of the product thickness t1 is small; for the geometric lower bound there is 
















D = 1800 mm 
b = 415 mm 
d = 970 mm
















D = 1800 mm 
b = 50 mm 
d = 1700 mm
t2 = 100 mm 
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(3) For the loading variant 1-2 Figure 5-7 gives the Hot-Spot-stresses in dependence of the 
product thickness t1 for the geometric upper bounds (left) and lower bounds (right). 
  
Figure 5-7: Hot-Spot-stresses obtained with “inner” linearization according to Dong for 
geometric upper bounds (left) and lower bounds (right) for loading variant 1-2 
(4) The dependency on t1 is significant; the dependency on the geometric upper bound and 
lower bound is smaller (slightly higher values for lower bounds) 
5.2.3 Stress intensity factors 
(1) For the loading variant 1-1 Figure 5-8 (left) shows the dependency of the stress intensity 
factors on the plate thickness t1 in the range of 25 mm to 215 mm for the upper bounds 
of the geometrical dimensions. The function of the K1 values versus t1 is rather constant 
with some slight decrease with increasing t1. The effect of modus 2 is negligible. 
(2) After normalization the K-values by relating them to the unit Hot-Spot-stress 
HS = 1 N/mm² the normalized values  ̅ are almost constant for increasing plate-
thickness t1, see Figure 5-8. 
  
Figure 5-8: K-values (left) and normalized  ̅-values (right) related to HS = 1 N/mm² for the 
geometric upper bounds for loading variant 1-1 
(3) The results for the lower bounds of geometric dimensions are given in Figure 5-9. 
  
Figure 5-9: K-values (left) and normalized  ̅-values (right) related to HS = 1 N/mm² for the 
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D = 1800 mm 
b = 415 mm 
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initial crack size a0
HS = const. = 1 N/mm
configuration 1-1 
D = 1800 mm 
b = 415 mm 
d = 970 mm






























D = 1800 mm 
b = 55 mm 
d = 1690 mm
t2 = 100 mm























initial crack size a0
HS = const. = 1 N/mm
configuration 1-2
D = 1800 mm 
b = 50 mm 
d = 970 mm
t2 = 100 mm 
K1
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(4) Whereas in Figure 5-9 (left) the K-values decrease for t < 100 mm, the normalized 
 ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm² (Figure 5-9, right) are linear and can be approximated 
by 
 ̅= 10007,03021,2 te   (5-3) 
(5) For loading variant 1-2 Figure 5-10 gives the dependency of the K-values on the product 
thickness t1 for the geometrical upper bounds of the dimensions. 
  
Figure 5-10: K-values (left) and normalized  ̅-values (right) related to HS = 1 N/mm² for the 
geometric upper bounds of dimensions for loading variant 1-2 
(6) After normalising the K-values by relating them to HS = 1 N/mm² the normalized  ̅-
values can be approximated by the polynomial 





7   ttt  (5-4) 
(7) In Figure 5-11 similar values  ̅ are shown for the lower bounds of the geometrical 
dimensions. 
  
Figure 5-11: K-values (left) and normalized  ̅-values (right) related to HS = 1 N/mm² for the 
geometric lower bounds of dimensions for loading variant 1-2 
(8) After normalizing the K-values by relating them to HS = 1 N/mm² the normalized 
 ̅-values can be approximated by the polynomial 





7   ttt  (5-5) 
5.2.4 Assessments to avoid brittle fracture 
(1) The fracture mechanics assessment was performed for steel S355J2 for 
- varying product thicknesses t1, 
- varying utilisation rates    
  
 
   
  
 and 
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initial crack size a0
configuration 1-2
D = 1800 mm 
b = 50 mm 
d = 970 mm
t2 = 100 mm 
K1
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(2) For the loading variant 1-1 Table 5-5 gives the numerical values for the assessments 
TEd = TRd for Ed/fy = 0,75 and TEd = -50°C, which all lead to a maximum thickness greater 
than the limit 250 mm assumed for the production. 
(3) For the loading variant 1-2 similar calculations, listed in Table 5-6 give small restrictions 
of the product thickness for Ed/fy = 0,75 and TEd = -50°C.  
(4) From the calculations in Table 5-5 and Table 5-6 the limits of product thickness for 
loading variant 1-1 are given in Table 5-3 and that for loading variant 1-2 are given in 
Table 5-4.  
(5) The relevant values for standardising the assessment procedure may be taken from 
Table 5-4. 
Table 5-3: Limits of plate thickness t1 [mm] for the top component of bearing (loading variant 
1-1)  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 250 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 5-4: Limits of plate thickness t1 [mm] for the top component of bearing  (loading 
variant 1-2)  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 235 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 250 mm would be acceptable) 
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Table 5-5: Fracture mechanics assessments for loading variant 1-1 for component No. 1 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5-6: Fracture mechanics assessments for loading variant 1-2 for component No. 1 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.3 Component No. 2A – Axisymmetric top component (sliding plate and guiderail) 
5.3.1 Geometry, load and assumption and boundary condition  
(1) Component No. 2A is the axis-symmetrical variant of the rotationally-symmetric 
component No. 1, see 5.2.1. The geometry, loading variants and boundary conditions for 
the strip are identical with those in section 5.2.1 and may be taken from Figure 5-3, 
Table 5-1, Figure 5-4 and Table 5-2. 
5.3.2 Hot-Spot-stresses  
(1) The results corresponding to Figure 5-6 are given in Figure 5-12. 
  
Figure 5-12: Hot-Spot-stresses obtained with “inner” linearization according to Dong for 
geometrical upper bounds (left) and lower bounds (right) for loading variant 2A-1 
(2) The results corresponding to Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-13.  
  
Figure 5-13: Hot-Spot-stresses obtained with “inner” linearization according to Dong for 
geometrical upper bounds (left) and lower bounds (right) for loading variant 2A-2 
(3) For comparison reasons in Figure 5-13 also the surface stresses determined with the 
bending theory are given using the resistance in the direction of the crack. The 
calculation leads for t1 > 50 mm to a constant stress, because of the lower bound 
b = 50 mm. The comparison also confirms the practicality of the Hot-Spot-stress to 
consider the stiffness distributions on the distribution of reference stress.  
5.3.3 Stress intensity factors  
(1) Results corresponding to Figure 5-8 for geometrical upper bounds are shown in Figure 
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Figure 5-14: K-values (left) and normalised  ̅-values (right) related to HS = 1 N/mm
2
 for the 
geometric upper bounds for loading variant 2A-1  
(2) The function of the normalised  ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm² can be approximated 
by a polynomial of 3rd degree 





7   ttt  (5-6) 
(3) The results corresponding to Figure 5-9 for the geometrical lower bound are given in 
Figure 5-15. 
  
Figure 5-15: K-values (left) and normalised  ̅-values (right) related to HS = 1 N/mm² for the 
geometric upper bounds for loading variant 2A-1 
(4) The function of the normalised stress intensity factor  ̅ in Figure 5-15 (right) can be 









where  ̅ is an approximation of K1. 
(5) To confirm the insensitivity on other geometric parameters the influence of the width D 
of the sliding plate keeping the plate thickness t, constant is checked. The result in 
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Figure 5-16: Influence of the width D of the sliding plate with other dimensions kept constant 
on the K-values for loading variant 2A-1 
(6) For the loading variant 2A-2 the results corresponding to Figure 5-10 are given in Figure 
5-17. 
  
Figure 5-17: K-values (left) and normalised  ̅-values (right) related to HS = 1 N/mm² for the 
geometric upper bounds of dimensions for loading variant 2A-2 
(7) The approximation of the distribution of K1 in Figure 5-17 (right) is possible with a 
polynomial of 3rd degree: 
 ̅= 3,1686∙10-7∙t1
3 – 1,3076∙10-4∙t1
2 + 1,8109∙10-2∙t1 + 2,1180 (5-8) 
where  ̅ denotes the approximation of K1. 
(8) For the lower bound of geometrical dimension the results corresponding to Figure 5-11 
are given in Figure 5-18.  
  
Figure 5-18: K-values (left) and normalised  ̅-values (right) related to HS = 1 N/mm² for the 
lower bounds of dimensions for loading variant 2A-2 
(9) The function of  ̅ in Figure 5-18 is approximated by a polynomial of 3rd degree: 
 ̅= 3,0192∙10-7t1
3 – 0,1949∙10-4∙t1
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where  ̅ denotes the approximation of Keff. 
(10) In contrast to Figure 5-16 the width D of the sliding plate is of significant influence for 
the loading variant 2A-2 as demonstrated in Figure 5-19. 
 
Figure 5-19: Influence of the width D of the sliding plate with other dimensions kept constant 
on the K-values for loading variant 2A-2 
5.3.4 Assessments to avoid brittle fracture  
(1) The assessments to avoid brittle fracture are carried out as in section 5.2 for the loading 
variant 2A-1 in Table 5-9 and for loading variant 2A-2 in Table 5-10. The results of the 
calculations in Table 5-9 and Table 5-10 can be used to identify the maximum product 
thickness in Table 5-7 for loading variant 2A-1 in Table 5-8 for loading variant 2A-2. 
Table 5-7: Limits of plate thickness t1 [mm] for the top component of bearing (loading variant 
2A-1) 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 250 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 5-8: Limits of plate thickness t1 [mm] for the top component of bearing (loading variant 
2A-2) 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*)
 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*)
 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250
*)
 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 240 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 




























b = 415 mm 
t1 = 215 mm 




Table 5-9: Fracture mechanics assessments for loading variant 2A-1 for component No. 2A 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5-10: Fracture mechanics assessments for loading variant 2A-2 for component No. 2A 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.4 Component No. 2B – Axisymmetric top component of reference bearing type B 
(welded variant) 
5.4.1 Geometry, load assumptions and boundary conditions 
(1) Component No. 2B has the same function as top component No. 2A except that the 
axisymmetric component is built up by welding according to Figure 5-20. 
 
Figure 5-20: Component 2B: top component of reference type B (sliding plate and guiderail) 
(2) Table 5-11 gives the numerical values of the dimensions.  
Table 5-11: Ranges of geometrical dimensions for detail 2B 
t1 [mm] t2 [mm] D [mm] b [mm] aw [mm] 
55 - 285 55 - 170 440 – 2580 55 - 570 12 - 42 
(3) In analogy to the investigations in section 5.2 and section 5.3 two loading variants, one 
with horizontal loading, the other with vertical loading were studied.  
(4) The toes of the welds are the potential spots for crack initiation.  
(5) For determining the limitation of the plate thickness t2 the loading variants 2B-1 and 
2B-2 were used. 
The positions of crack in the guiderails were assumed as given in Figure 5-21. The initial 
crack depth a0 depends on the thickness t2. In these regions no significant tensile 
stresses have to be expected under realistic external loading conditions.  
Loading variant 2B-1 Loading variant 2B-2 
  
Figure 5-21: Variants for loading for detail 2B: Variant 2B-1 with horizontal loading (left); 
variant 2B-2 with vertical loading (right)  







were used. The crack configuration for the loading variants 2B-3 and 2B-4 is rather 
hypothetical, see Figure 5-22. The initial crack size for these variants depends on the 
thickness t1 of the sliding plate. The occurrence of the cracks in Figure 5-22 is also rather 
hypothetical as no significant stresses have to be expected from realistic external 
loading conditions.  
Loading variant 2B-3 Loading variant 2B-4 
 
 
Figure 5-22: Loading variants for detail 2B: Variant 2B-3 with horizontal  loading (left) and 
variant 2B-4 with vertical loading (right) 
(7) A further crack configuration is assumed at the re-entrant corner as shown in Figure 
5-23. For this crack configuration preliminary studies showed that the crack-orientation 
with 45 ° was more severe than a vertical orientation. The initial crack length depends 
on the plate thickness t1 of the sliding plate. Tensile stresses in this region are realistic.  
Loading variant 2B-5 Loading variant 2B-6 
 
 
Figure 5-23: Loading variants for detail 2B: Variant 2B-5 with horizontal  loading (left) and 
variant 2B-6 with vertical loading (right) 
(8) The calculations were carried out for two different configurations of the dimensions of 
the bearings in Table 5-12 for the variation of t2 and in Table 5-13 for the variation of t1.  
The influence of the geometry of the welds on the K-value is only small when thickness 
is increased. The maximum possible weld thickness of aw = 42 mm was assumed for the 
upper bound of the geometrical dimensions. For the lower bound of the geometrical 










Table 5-12: Upper and lower bounds of geometrical dimensions for component No. 2B for 
determining the limit of plate thickness t2 
Upper bounds Lower bounds 
t1 [mm] 285 t1 [mm] 55 
t2 [mm] 50-200 t2 [mm] 50 – 200 
D [mm] 2580 D [mm] 2580 
d [mm] 1980 d [mm] 2525 
b [mm] 570 b [mm] 55 
aw [mm] 42 aw [mm] 16 
Table 5-13: Upper and lower bounds of geometrical dimensions for component No. 2B for 
determining the limit of plate thickness t1 
Upper bounds Lower bounds 
t1 [mm] 55 – 285 t1 [mm] 55 – 285 
t2 [mm] 170 t2 [mm] 170 
D [mm] 2580 D [mm] 2580 
d [mm] 1980 d [mm] 2525 
b [mm] 570 b [mm] 55 
aw [mm] 42 aw [mm] 16 
(9) In Figure 5-24 to Figure 5-26 examples are given for the FE-models used (sections only) 
together with the associated deformations and crack opening.  
  
Figure 5-24: Section from a FE-model (left) and from the plot of deformations including crack-
opening (right) for loading variant 2B-1 and 2B-2 
  
Figure 5-25: Section from a FE-model (left) and from the plot of deformations including crack-
opening (right) for loading variant 2B-3 and 2B-4  
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Figure 5-26: Section from a FE-model (left) and from the plot of deformations including crack-
opening (right) for loading variant 2B-5 and 2B-6 
5.4.2 Hot-Spots-stresses 
(1) For loading variant 2B-1 the reference stress of the fracture mechanics assessment is 
identical with the stress loading applied to the FE-model.  
(2) For loading variant 2B-2 Figure 5-27 (left) shows the Hot-Spot-stress increasing linearly 
with increasing thickness t2 of the guiderail for the upper bound of the geometrical 
dimensions.  
(3) The decreasing effect of thickness t2 on the Hot-Spot-stresses for the lower bound of 
geometrical dimensions is given in Figure 5-27 (right). The decrease is also linear.  
  
Figure 5-27: Hot-spot-stresses due to external stress loading (unit stress) for loading variant 2B-
2: vertical loading: upper bound of geometrical dimensions (left), lower bound of 
geometrical dimensions (right) 
(4) Figure 5-28 (left) gives for loading variant 2B-3 the function of Hot-Spot-stresses for the 
variation of the plate thickness t1 at the upper bound of geometrical dimensions. The 
numerical values are rather small and decrease with increasing value of t1.  
(5) Figure 5-28 (right) gives a similar performance for the lower bound of the geometrical 

















linearization of stressesconfiguration 2B-2
D = 2580 mm 
b = 570 mm 
d = 1980 mm
t1 = 285 mm 















D = 2580 mm 
b = 55 mm 
d = 2525 mm
t1 = 55 mm 
aw = 16 mm
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Figure 5-28: Hot-Spot-stresses due to external stress loading (unit stress) for loading variant 2B-
3: horizontal loading; upper bound of geometrical dimensions (left), lower bound 
of geometrical dimensions (right)  
(6) According to Figure 5-29 (left) the Hot-Spot-stresses for loading variant 2B-4 increase 
with increasing plate thickness t1 for the upper bound of geometrical dimensions.  
(7) Figure 5-29 (right) shows the corresponding distribution of the Hot-Spot-stresses for the 
lower bound of the geometrical dimensions. In the range 25 mm ≤ t1 ≤ 55 mm the 
increase is strong; for t1 > 55 mm there is an exponential decrease. 
  
Figure 5-29: Hot-Spot-stresses due to external unit loading for loading variant 2B-4: vertical 
loading; upper bound of geometrical dimensions (left), lower bound of geometrical 
dimensions (right)  
(8) For loading variant 2B-5 Figure 5-30 shows the Hot-Spot-stresses for the upper bound of 
geometrical dimensions .  
(9) In Figure 5-30 (right) the Hot-Spot-stresses for the lower bound of geometrical 
dimensions are shown.  
  
Figure 5-30: Hot-Spot-stresses due to external unit load for loading variant 2B-5 with horizontal 
loading: for upper bound of geometrical dimensions (left), lower bound of 
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linearization of stressesconfiguration 2B-4
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D = 2580 mm 
b = 55 mm 
d = 2525 mm
t2 = 170 mm 
e = 27,5 mm
aw = 16 mm
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(10) Figure 5-31 (left) gives for loading variant 2B-6 the monotonously decreasing of the Hot-
Spot stress for large plate thicknesses t1 for the upper bound of the geometrical 
dimensions. 
(11) In Figure 5-31 (right) the decrease of the Hot-Spot-stresses for large plate thicknesses t1 
is shown for the lower bound of the geometric dimension.  
  
Figure 5-31: Hot-Spot-stresses due to external unit load for loading variant 2B-6 vertical load: 
for upper bound of geometrical dimensions (left), lower bound of geometrical 
dimensions (right)  
5.4.3 Stress intensity factors  
(1) For the loading variant 2B-1 Figure 5-32 shows the almost linear increase of the K-value 
with increasing plate thickness t2 of the guiderail for the upper bound of the geometrical 
dimensions. The influence of mode 2-stresses is negligible.  
 
Figure 5-32:  ̅-values for HS = 1 N/mm
2
 for loading variant 2B-1, horizontal loading for 
variation of plate thickness t2; upper bound of geometrical dimensions  
(2) Figure 5-33 shows the distribution of the  ̅-values due to HS = 1 N/mm2 for the loading 
variant 2B-1 for the lower bound of the geometrical dimensions. The  ̅-values decrease 
with increasing thickness t2 of the guiderail due to the geometry and support conditions 
chosen. This effects for large t2-values an increasing influence of mode 2-stresses. 
 
Figure 5-33:  ̅-values for HS = 1 N/mm
2
 for loading variant 2B-1, horizontal loading; variation 
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linearization of stresses configuration 2B-6
D = 2580 mm 
b = 55 mm 
d = 2525 mm
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initial crack size a0
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aw = 16 mm Keff
K1
K2
N = const. = 1 N/mm
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(3) For loading variant 2B-2 the increase of the thickness t2 of the guiderail effects an 
increase of the K-values for the upper bound of geometrical dimensions, see Figure 5-34 
(left). This is a result of the increase for the initial crack depths a0 with increasing 
thickness t2. 
(4) Figure 5-34 (right) shows the function of the effective  ̅-values related to the Hot-Spot 
stress HS = 1 N/mm
2. The fracture mechanics requirement increases with increasing 
thickness t2 of the guiderail. 
  
Figure 5-34: K-values (left) and  ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm
2
 (right) for the loading variant 
2B-2: vertical loading for variation of the plate thickness t2 and for the upper bound 
of geometrical dimensions  
(5) For the lower bound of geometrical dimensions and for loading variant 2B-2 the K-values 
are nearly constant versus the variation of plate thickness t2, see Figure 5-32 (left). In 
this case the effective value Keff for taking into account mode 2-stresses is relevant. 
(6) The normalized effective  ̅–values increase slightly with the thickness t2 of the guiderail 
as shown in Figure 5-35 (right). 
  
Figure 5-35: K-values for loading variant 2B-2 - vertical loading for variation of the plate 
thickness t2 and lower bound of geometrical dimensions. K-values for unit loading 
(left), ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm
2
 at the Hot-Spot (right)  
(7) For loading variant 2B-3 Figure 5-36 (left) shows the K1-values for increasing plate 
thickness t1 for the upper bound of geometrical dimensions.  
(8) For the normalized values  ̅ related to HS = 1 N/mm2 there is an increasing function for 
large t1 according to Figure 5-36 (right).  
The function for t > 100 mm can be described by a power function 
 ̅= 3,1366∙t1
0,0071 (5-10) 
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Figure 5-36: K-values for loading variant 2B-3 - horizontal loading for variation of the plate 
thickness t1 and upper bound of geometrical dimensions; K-values for unit loading 
(left), ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm
2
 at the Hot-Spot (right)  
(9) A qualitatively similar performance is shown for the lower bounds of geometrical 
dimensions in Figure 5-37 (left). The magnitudes of K-values are larger.  
(10) The normalised  ̅-values taking into account mode 2-stresses are increasing with 
increasing plate thickness t1, see Figure 5-37 (right).  





Figure 5-37: K-values for loading variant 2B-3 - horizontal loading for variation of the plate 
thickness t1 and upper bound of geometrical dimensions; K-values for unit loading 
(left), ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm
2
 at the Hot-Spot (right) 
(11) For loading variant 2B-4 the K-values for the upper bound of the geometrical dimensions 
are increasing to a maximum value for t1 = 250 mm and then slightly decrease, see 
Figure 5-38 (left). 
(12) The normalized effective  ̅-value related to HS = 1 N/mm2 relevant for the assessment 
to avoid brittle failure may be taken from Figure 5-38 (right). The maximum is obtained 
for t1 = 180 mm, and for t1 > 180 mm there is a decrease. The function can be described 
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Figure 5-38: K-values for loading variant 2B-4 - vertical loading for variation of the plate 
thickness t1 and upper bound of geometrical dimensions; K-values for unit loading 
(left), ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm
2
 at the Hot-Spot (right) 
(13) For the lower bounds of the geometrical dimensions Figure 5-39 (left) shows a similar 
behaviour; a steep increase for small thicknesses t1 and a strong decrease for 
thicknesses t1 > 50 mm can be seen.  
(14) Figure 5-39 (right) demonstrates an almost constant function of  ̅-values related to the 
Hot-Spot stress HS = 1 N/mm
2 for t1 ≥ 55 mm with a maximum for t1 = 35 mm. 
  
Figure 5-39: K-values for loading variant 2B-4 – vertical loading for variation of the plate 
thickness t1 and upper bound of geometrical dimensions; K-values for unit loading 
(left), ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm² at the Hot-Spot (right) 
(15) For the loading variant 2B-5 the crack is in the re-entrant corner between the sliding 
plate and the guiderail. The function of K-values versus the plate thickness t1 is given for 
the upper bound of geometrical dimensions in Figure 5-40 (left). The influence of plate 
thickness t1 on K for constant external load is small.  
(16) Also the influence of the plate thickness t1 on the normalized value K  is small as 
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Figure 5-40: K-values for loading variant 2B-5 - horizontal loading for variation of the plate 
thickness t1 and upper bounds of geometrical dimensions; K-values for unit loading 
(left); ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm
2
 at the Hot-Spot (right) 
(17) Figure 5-41 (left) shows the monotonous increase of K-values versus plate thickness t1 
for the loading variant 2B-5 and for the lower bound of geometrical dimensions. In 
comparison with the value in Figure 5-40 (left) the K-values are larger but do not vary 
much around a certain level.  
(18) The  ̅-value normalised to HS = 1 N/mm2 gives the function according to Figure 5-41 
(right). For t1 > 215 mm this function can be approximated by  ̅ = 2,0352e
0,0006t1. 
  
Figure 5-41: K-values for loading variant 2B-5 - horizontal loading for variation of the plate 
thickness t1 and upper bounds of geometrical dimensions; K-values for unit loading 
(left); ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm
2
 at the Hot-Spot (right) 
(19) For loading variant 2B-6 the K-values decrease for large values of t1, for the upper bound 
of geometrical dimensions, see Figure 5-42 (left). 
(20) The normalised values  ̅ related to HS = 1 N/mm2 produce however a nearly constant 
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Figure 5-42: K-values for loading variant 2B-5 - horizontal loading for variation of the plate 
thickness t1 and upper bounds for the geometrical dimensions; K-values for unit 
loading (left); ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm
2
 at the Hot-Spot (right) 
(21) Figure 5-43 (left) shows qualitatively a similar behaviour as given in Figure 5-42 (left) for 
the lower bound of the geometrical dimensions.  
(22) The normalized value  ̅ related to HS = 1 N/mm2 is shown in Figure 5-43 (right) versus 
the plate thickness t1. For t1 > 215 mm the  ̅-value can be described by a power function 
 ̅ = 6,8975∙10-9t1
3 – 5,8020∙10-7t1
2 + 1,8563∙10-3t1 + 2,0015 (5-13) 
 
  
Figure 5-43: K-values for loading variant 2B-6 - vertical loading for variation of the plate 
thickness t1 and lower bounds of the geometrical dimensions; K-values for unit 
loading (left); ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm
2
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5.4.4 Assessments to avoid brittle fracture  
(1) The assessments to avoid brittle fracture were carried out in Table 5-21 to 5-26 
according to the list in Table 5-14. 
Table 5-14: Allocation of tabular-calculations to loading variants  
Loading variant Table Remark 
2B-1 Table 5-21 
Due to compression maximum 
stress level Ed = 0,25∙fy*
) 
2B-2 Table 5-22 
Due to compression maximum 
stress level Ed = 0,25∙fy*
) 
2B-3 Table 5-23 
Due to compression maximum 
stress level Ed = 0,25∙fy*
) 
2B-4 Table 5-24 
Due to compression maximum 
stress level Ed = 0,25∙fy*
) 
2B-5 Table 5-25  
2B-6 Table 5-26  
 *) The minimum value of tensile stress for members that are nominally in compression is  
  specified in EN 1993-1-10 
(2) The results of the tabular calculations in the Tables 5-21 to 5-26 are presented in Tables 
5-15 to 5-20. 
Table 5-15: Limits of plate thickness t2 [mm] for the top component (configuration 2B-1) for 
compressive stress  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 200
*) 200 190 170 150 130 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 200 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 5-16: Limits of plate thickness t2 [mm] for the top component (configuration 2B-2) for 
compressive stress  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 200
*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 200 mm would be acceptable) 
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Table 5-17: Limits of plate thickness t1 [mm] for the top component (configuration 2B-3) for 
compressive stress  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 300 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 5-18: Limits of plate thickness t1 [mm] for the top component (configuration 2B-4) for 
compressive stress 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 300 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 5-19: Limits of plate thickness t1 [mm] for the top component (configuration 2B-5) 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 300 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 5-20: Limits of plate thickness t1 [mm] for the top component (configuration 2B-6) 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 25x0 mm would be acceptable) 
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Table 5-21: Fracture mechanics assessment for loading variant 2B-1 for component No. 2B 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5-22: Fracture mechanics assessment for loading variant 2B-2 for component No. 2B 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5-23: Fracture mechanics assessment for loading variant 2B-3 for component No. 2B 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5-24: Fracture mechanics assessment for loading variant 2B-4 for component No. 2B 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5-25: Fracture mechanics assessment for loading variant 2B-5 for component No. 2B 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5-26: Fracture mechanics assessment for loading variant 2B-6 for component No. 2B 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.5 Component No. 3 – Axisymmetric bottom component of bearing 
5.5.1 Geometry, load assumptions and boundary conditions 
(1) Component No. 3 is the axisymmetric bottom component of the bearing, see Figure 
5-44. 
 
Figure 5-44: Component No. 3 – Axisymmetric bottom component of the bearing  
(2) Table 5-27 gives the range of geometrical dimensions for component No. 3. 
Table 5-27: Ranges of geometrical dimensions for Detail 3  
t1 [mm] t2 [mm] t3 [mm] D [mm] b [mm] r [mm] 
20 – 55 20 – 60 35 – 150 330 – 1800 40 – 100 135 - 590 
(3) The fracture mechanics assessments are carried out for the loading variant 3-1 for a 
plate welded to the cylindrical part and for the loading variant 3-2 for the cylindrical part 
itself, see Figure 5-45. 
Loading variant 3-1 Loading variant 3-2 
 
 
Figure 5-45: Loading variants for component No. 3: Loading variant 3-1: Horizontal loading 
(left), Loading variant 3-2: Vertical loading (right) 
(4) For loading variant 3-1 the welded connection is detailed as a K-weld. The location for a 
potential crack initiation for this detail is the weld toe according to Figure 5-45 (left); the 
crack path is perpendicular to the plate surface. The hypothetical loading is horizontal 
(perpendicular to the crack), so that the external nominal stress load N is equal to the 
unit loading. 
(5) The loading variant 3-2 is applied to the proper bottom component. For simplicity 
reasons the cylindrical recess is not modelled. The crack will be applied according to 
Figure 5-45 (right) at the re-entrant corner with an angle of 45°, the depth of which is 
determined from the plate thickness t2. 
The loading in vertical direction as applied is not very realistic. The bottom component is 
loaded realistically by a horizontal loading component, which gives only small fracture 
mechanics requirements. Therefore the hypothetical vertical loading has been chosen, 
to create conservatively a significant tensile stress for the crack.  
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(6) The magnitude of the stress intensity factors for loading variant 3-1 depends only on the 
plate-thickness t1. Therefore only a single configuration is studied.  
For the loading variant 3-2 the investigations are carried out for two bounds of 
geometrical dimensions, see Table 5-28, taking account of the influence of the width b+r 
of the cylindrical part. For the upper bound of geometrical dimensions the maximum 
value b+r = 690 mm was used, for the lower bound the minimum value at the lower 
bound b+r = 175 mm was chosen. As a consequence of the choice of vertical loading and 
for achieving the maximum bending moment at the crack-location assumed the width of 
the bottom component D was fixed with the maximum value D = 1800 mm. 
Table 5-28: Upper and lower bounds of the geometrical dimensions for loading variant 3-2 
Upper bounds Lower bounds 
t2 [mm] 20 - 60 t2 [mm] 20 - 60 
t3[mm] 150 t3 [mm] 150 
D [mm] 1800 D [mm] 1800 
b + r [mm] 690 b + r [mm] 175 
(7) Figure 5-46 shows a section of the plot of deformations and the crack opening for the 
loading variants 3-1 and 3-2 from the FE-model. 
Loading variant 3-1 Loading variant 3-2 
  
Figure 5-46: Section of plot with deformations and crack opening for loading variant 3-1: 
welded plate to the bottom component (left) and for loading variant 3-2: cylindrical 
part of the bottom component (right)  
5.5.2 Hot-Spot stresses  
(1) The stresses HS necessary for the fracture mechanics assessment are calculated for 
loading variant 3-1 according to the bending theory. 
(2) The nominal stress Ed is equal to HS and corresponds to the external stress loading 
applied to the FE-model. 
(3) In Figure 5-47 (left) the distribution of the Hot-Spot-stresses for the upper bound of 
geometrical dimensions is shown for loading variant 3-2. There is a decrease of HS 
converging to a small value. 
Also the stress distribution as calculated from the bending theory is plotted, which is 
qualitatively analogous however yields about double the stresses rather than HS for 
small values t2. The evaluation and the performance of the fracture mechanics 
assessment therefore is made with the Hot-Spot-stresses. 
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(4) Figure 5-47 (right) shows the corresponding function of Hot-Spot-stresses for the loading 
variant 3-2 and the lower bound for geometrical dimensions. 
  
Figure 5-47: Hot-Spot-stresses due to external unit loading for loading variant 3-2 - vertical 
loading; for upper bound of geometrical dimensions (left), for lower bound of 
geometrical dimensions (right)  
5.5.3 Stress-intensity factors 
(1) The fracture mechanics investigations for loading variant 3-1 were carried out up to a 
thickness of 200 mm. 
(2) The trend from the calculations is that the stress-intensity factors K1 increase with 
increasing plate thickness t1 (and increasing crack depth a0), see Figure 5-48 (left). 
The crack depth for a plate with t = 10 mm is a0 = 1,151 mm and for the maximum plate 
thickness (t = 100 mm) a0 = 2,303 mm. 
(3) Figure 5-48 (right) shows the reduction of the stress-intensity factors related to a 
constant load FH with increasing plate thickness. 
  
Figure 5-48: K-values for detail 3-1 caused by an edge loading N (t) = 1 N/mm (left); K-values 
related to a constant load FH = const. (right) 
(4) In addition the influence of the throat thickness aw was checked for three thicknesses aw. 
Figure 5-48 (right) makes clear that larger throat thicknesses are more critical, however 
the influence is rather small. For the fracture mechanics assessments the largest throat 
thickness was used. 
(5) For loading variant 3-2 Figure 5-49 (left) shows the functions of the K-values for the 
upper bound and lower bound of the geometrical dimensions. The K1-value decreases 
with increasing plate thickness t2 and is converging to zero for very large plate-
thicknesses. 
The smaller the width b+r of the bottom component the larger is the stress-intensity 
factor. 



















D = 1800 mm
b+r = 690 mm


















D = 1800 mm
b+r = 175 mm
























aw = 12 mm
aw = 8 mm
aw = 5 mmN = const. = 1 N/mm





















aw = 12 mm
aw = 8 mm
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initial crack size a0
FH = const.
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(6) The Figure 5-49 (right) gives the function of the normalized  ̅-values related to 
HS = 1 N/mm² at the Hot-Spot. Apparently the relevant case for the fracture mechanics 
assessment is the case of lower bound of geometrical dimensions. 
  
Figure 5-49: K-values for the loading variant 3-2 with variation of the plate thickness t2; K-values 
for the unit-loading (left), ̅-values related to HS= 1 N/mm² at the Hot-Spot (right) 
(7) Figure 5-50 gives the effects of a variation of the thickness t3 of the bottom component 
of the bearing. The K-value is not influenced by t3. The relevant parameter for variation 
is the plate thickness t2 as presented in Figure 5-49. 
 
Figure 5-50: K-values for the loading variant 3-2: variation of the plate thickness t3; K-values due 
to unit loading  
5.5.4 Assessments to avoid brittle fracture  
(1) The assessments to avoid brittle fracture are carried out for loading variant 3-1 in Table 
5-31 and for loading variant 3-2 in Table 5-32. 
(2) The results for which examples of the tabular calculations are given in Table 5-31 and 
Table 5-32 are presented in Table 5-29 and Table 5-30. 
Table 5-29: Limits of plate thickness [mm] for the bottom component of the bearing (loading 
variant 3-1) 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 200 140 110 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 






































































t2=25, D=1800, b+r=690, e=210
t2=55, D=1800, b+r=690, e=210
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Table 5-30: Limits of plate thickness [mm] for the bottom component of the bearing (loading 
variant 3-2) 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 200
*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 200
*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 200
*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 200 mm would be acceptable) 
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5.6 Component No. 4 – Axisymmetric anchor plate 
5.6.1 Geometry, load assumptions and boundary conditions 
(1) The anchor plate is axis-symmetrical, Figure 5-51. It is the basement for the bottom 
component of the bearing and is usually connected to it by bolting. 
 
Figure 5-51: Component No. 4. Anchor plate with axial symmetry 
(2) Table 5-33 gives the ranges for geometrical dimensions on which the investigations were 
based. 
Table 5-33: Ranges of geometrical dimensions 
t [mm] D [mm] 
≥ 55 440 - 3300 
(3) The bolt holes are the potential Hot-Spots for the occurrence of crack-like flaws from 
fabrication. However for the assessment to avoid brittle fracture a more conservative 
fracture mechanics model according to Figure 5-25 is used, which has a vertical 
continuous surface crack with the depth a(t) perpendicular to the stresses. 
As the anchor plate is mainly stressed by compression from the bearing and by 
horizontal forces, a stress Ed constant over the thickness of the plate is taken as a 
representative loading. 
The crack position on the plate surface has no influence on the magnitude of the 
K-values and therefore is only controlled by the assumption for Ed. The crack depth is 
dependent on the plate thickness t. 
  
Figure 5-52: Boundary conditions for the FE-model for component No. 4; anchor plate (left) and 
section from the FE-model with opened crack under tension (right) 
5.6.2 Hot-Spot-stresses 
(1) The calculation of the stresses Ed for component No. 4 are carried out according to the 
bending theory.  
(2) The “nominal” stresses Ed are equal to the stresses used as loading in the FE-model. 
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5.6.3 Stress intensity factors 
(1) The ranges of dimensions for the anchor plate include a standard thickness t = 75 mm 
and a width of 440-3300 mm. 
(2) Figure 5-53 (left) shows the results of the fracture mechanics calculations for a unit 
loading  = 1 N/mm² constant over the plate thickness.  
  
Figure 5-53: K-values for component No. 4 due to the nominal stress N(t) = 1 N/mm (left) K-
values related to a constant load FH = const. (right) 
(3) As expected, the stress intensity factors increase with increasing plate thickness due to 
the increasing force and the increasing initial crack depth a0. 
The crack depth would be a0 = 0,805 mm for the smallest theoretical plate thickness 
t = 5 mm and a0 = 2,303 mm for the largest plate thickness (t = 100 mm). The plate width 
D does not influence the magnitude of the stress intensity factors in the fracture 
mechanics model selected. 
(4) Figure 5-53 (right) shows the K-values related to a constant horizontal load FH. 
5.6.4 Assessments to avoid brittle fracture 
(1) The assessments are carried in a tabular way in Table 5-35.  
(2) The results are summarized in Table 5-34. 
Table 5-34: Limits of plate thickness [mm] for the component “anchor plate”  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 250 mm would be acceptable) 
























initial crack size a0

























initial crack size a0
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5.7 Component No. 5 – Bearing for horizontal forces without rotation and capacity for 
vertical forces 
5.7.1 Geometry, load assumptions and boundary conditions 
(1) A particular investigation was made for bearings for horizontal forces only as sketched in 
Figure 5-54. This bearing does not provide rotation capacities.  
 
Figure 5-54: Component No. 5. – Bearing for horizontal forces without rotation and capacity for 
vertical forces 
(2) The component consists of a cylindrical pin, which is welded to a plate with the 
thickness t. 
(3) Table 5-36 gives the range of geometrical dimensions for component No. 5. The length 
of the cylinder does not play an important role in the fracture mechanics checks. 
Table 5-36: Ranges of geometrical dimensions for Detail 5 
t [mm] D [mm] d [mm] aw [mm] 
30 – 150 440 - 3300 55 – 300 5 - 25 
(4) For the fracture mechanics models the hypothetical loading and crack-scenarios 
according to Figure 5-55 are selected. The boundary conditions were selected such, that 
the stress intensity factors were high and also the deformation conditions of the 
bearings did not deviate too much from realistic conditions after installation. 
(5) For the loading variant 5-1 the crack occurs at the weld toe at the plate surface; it 
receives a pure mode 1 stressing. 
(6) The loading variant 5-2 considers a crack at the weld toe at the cylinder that is stressed 
also in bending. 
Loading variant 5-1 Loading variant 5-2 
  
Figure 5-55: Loading variants for component No. 5; loading variant 5-1: horizontal loading (left), 
loading variant 5-2: vertical loading (right) 
(7) For loading variant 5-1 the plate thickness t is of relevant importance. Therefor only a 
single configuration is investigated. 
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For the loading variant 5-2 two configurations with different geometrical dimensions are 
checked: a cylinder with the maximum diameter d = 300 mm and with a minimum 
diameter d = 55 mm. 
The length of the cylinder h as well as the width D of the plate of the bearing were kept 
constant. 
Table 5-37: Upper and lower bounds of the geometrical dimensions used for loading variant 
5-2 
Upper bounds Lower bounds 
t [mm] 30-150 t [mm] 30 - 150 
D [mm] 3300 D [mm] 3300 
d [mm] 300 d [mm] 50 
h [mm] 100 h [mm] 100 
aw [mm] 25 aw [mm] 25 
(8) Figure 5-56 shows a section from the FE-models with deformations and crack opening 
for the loading variants 5-1 and 5-2. 
  
Figure 5-56: Sections from the FE-model with deformations and crack opening: for loading 
variant 5-1 with horizontal loading (left) and for loading variant 5-2 with vertical 
loading (right) 
5.7.2 Hot-Spot-stresses 
(1) The calculation of the reference stresses HS necessary for the assessment to avoid 
brittle fracture is performed for loading variant 5-1 according to the bending theory. 
The nominal stress Ed are identical with the loading applied in the FE-model. 
(2) Figure 5-57 (left) gives for loading variant 5-2 the distribution of the Hot-Spot-stresses 
versus the plate thickness t for the upper bound of the geometrical dimensions. The 
Hot-Spot-stresses decrease with increasing plate thickness t.  
The Hot-Spot-stresses are larger for smaller plate thicknesses t and for welds with 
aw = 5 mm larger than those for welds with aw = 25 mm. 
For larger values of plate thickness t the difference between the Hot-Spot-stresses for 
aw = 5 mm and aw = 25 mm gets smaller. 
(3) Figure 5-57 (right) shows an identical behaviour of the Hot-spot-stresses with variation 
of the plate thickness for the lower bound of the geometrical dimensions. For 
t > 100 mm the Hot-spot-stress does not vary anymore. 
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Figure 5-57: Hot-Spot-stresses due to external unit loading for the loading variant 5-2: for upper 
bound of geometrical dimensions (left), for lower bound of geometrical dimensions 
(right)  
5.7.3 Stress intensity factors 
(1) Figure 5-58 (left) shows for the loading variant 5-1 the increase of the stress intensity 
factor K1 when the plate thickness t and hence the crack depth a0 is increased, all for the 
unit loading N = 1 N/mm². 
(2) The crack depths a0 are in the range of 1,701 mm to 2,505 mm. 
The plate width D, the height h and the diameter d of the cylinder have no significant 
influence on K1. 
(3) The Figure 5-58 (right) shows the minor influence of the throat thickness aw on K1. The 
calculations were performed with the maximum values aw. 
  
Figure 5-58: K-values for the loading variant 5-1 for a unit loading N (t) = 1 N/mm (left) and K-
values related to a constant horizontal load FH (right) 
(4) For loading variant 5-2 Figure 5-59 (left) indicates the decrease of K with increasing plate 
thickness for the upper bound of the geometrical dimensions.  
The mode 2 stresses lead to effective Keff-values which are a bit larger than the K1-values 
due to mode 1 stresses. For small weld sizes aw the K-values get larger. 
(5) Figure 5-59 (right) gives the normalized  ̅-values, however with the relevant values for 
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Figure 5-59: K-values for the loading variant 5-2 for variation of plate thickness t and upper 
bound of geometrical dimensions. K-values due to unit loading (left), normalized 
 ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm² (right) 
(6) For the lower bound of geometrical dimensions the function of K-values is similar as the 
one in Figure 5-60 (left). As derived for the upper bound of the geometrical dimensions 
the K-values get relevant for large weld sizes. The magnitude of K-values for the lower 
bound is significantly larger. 
(7) In Figure 5-60 (right) the  ̅-values and also  ̅   -values normalized for HS = 1 N/mm² are 
given; there is an increase of  ̅-values with larger t-values. 
  
Figure 5-60: K-values for the loading variant 5-2 for variation of plate thickness t and lower 
bound of geometrical dimensions. K-values for unit loading (left), normalized 
 ̅-values related to HS = 1 N/mm² (right) 
5.7.4 Assessments to avoid brittle fracture 
(1) The fracture-mechanics assessment are carried out for component No. 5 – Bearing for 
horizontal forces – for loading variant 5-1 in Table 5-40 and for loading variant 5-2 in 
Table 5-41. 
(2) The results of the calculations are given in Table 5-38 and Table 5-39  
Table 5-38: Limits of plate thickness for the component No. 5 for loading variant 5-1 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 180 110 80 60 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 120 80 60 40 40 30 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 






























D = 3300 mm
d = 300 mm
h = 100 mm
a0 = const.
aw = 5 mm
aw = 15 mm


























D = 3300 mm
d = 300 mm
h = 100 mm
a0 = const.
HS = const. = 1 N/mm
aw = 25 mm




























D = 3300 mm
d = 50 mm
h = 100 mm
a0 = const.
aw = 25 mm
K1
Keff






















D = 3300 mm
d = 50 mm
h = 100 mm
a0 = const.
HS = const. = 1 N/mm
aw = 25 mm
Keff
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Table 5-39: Limits of plate thickness for the component No. 5 for loading variant 5-2 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 200
*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 200
*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 200
*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 200*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 200 mm would be acceptable) 
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6 Proposal for a standard procedure for the assessment to avoid brittle 
fracture when using FE-calculations  
(1) The relevant locations for the assessments to avoid brittle fracture at the steel 
components of bearings may be taken from Table 6-1. The locations are those where 
notch effects due to geometrical detailing and due to welding are present and where 
tensile stresses occur. 
Table 6-1: Critical locations for the assessments to avoid brittle fracture for the steel 







































(2) With the assumptions, that initial cracks may occur at these locations with a critical 
direction of these cracks, see Table 6-2, the relevant reference stresses Ed are 
determined at the surface where cracks initiate for the “frequent load combination”, 
that is supposed to occur when the temperature of the components TEd gets its 
minimum value. With these two input values: Ed and TEd, the limit of product thickness 
is calculated.  
(3) The references stresses Ed are obtained from hot-spot stresses HS from a linear 
extrapolation of the tensile stresses along the crack path according to the method of 
Dong. This “inner” extrapolation covers the distribution of the tensile stresses along the 
crack path between the values max (surface) and 0,1 max (inner point).  
(4) The maximum product thickness t is a function of the reference stress Ed and 
temperature TEd determined specifically for each of the components, see Table 6-3 to 
Table 6-10 as associated in Table 6-2. 
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(5) These tables give the results for the most onerous loading variant used in section 5. 
Table 6-2: Locations and directions of cracks as used to determined Ed = HS 
Component Sketch Results 
1 


































Table 6-3: Limits of plate thickness for component No. 1 – Rotationally-symmetric top 
component of bearing  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 
0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
[mm] 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 235 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 250 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 6-4: Limits of plate thickness for component No. 2A – Axisymmetric top component  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 
0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
[mm] 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 240 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 250 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 6-5: Limits of plate thickness t1 for component No. 2B - Welded top component of 
bearing  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 
0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
[mm] 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 300
*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 300*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 300 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 6-6: Limits of plate thickness t2 for component No. 2B - Welded top component of 
bearing 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 
0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
[mm] 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 200
*) 200 190 170 150 130 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 




Table 6-7: Limits of plate thickness t1 for component No. 3 - Bottom component of bearing 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 
0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
[mm] 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 200 140 110 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 250 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 6-8: Limits of plate thickness t2 for component No. 3 - Bottom component of bearing 
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 
0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
[mm] 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 200 140 110 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 250 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 6-9: Limits of plate thickness for component No. 4 - Anchor plate  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 
0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
[mm] 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 250 mm would be acceptable) 
 
Table 6-10: Limits of plate thickness for component No. 5 – Bearing for horizontal loads  
Steel grade acc. to 
EN 10025 
Ed 
0°C -10°C -20°C -30°C -40°C -50°C 
[mm] 
S355J2 0,25 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 250*) 
S355J2 0,50 ∙ fy 250
*) 250*) 180 110 80 60 
S355J2 0,75 ∙ fy 120 80 60 40 40 30 
*) Assumption of a technical manufacturing limit (in theory element thicknesses with 
t ≥ 250 mm would be acceptable) 
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7 Worked example for the assessment to avoid brittle fracture using FE-
calculations 
7.1 General 
(1) The worked example deals with a top component of a bearing loaded by pressure from a 
concrete bridge, see Figure 7-1. 
 
Figure 7-1: Top component of a bearing with elastic contact to the concrete part and 
horizontal load 
(2) This type of component complies with component No. 1 (spherical bearing with RS 
beyond the rotating part) or component No. 2A (cylindrical bearing with unidirectional 
sliding part). 
(3) For component No. 1 the horizontal forces would be distributed parabolically; for 
component No. 2A the distribution would be constant. 
(4) In this case the assessment is performed for component No. 1 using the properties and 
loading in Table 7-1. 
Table 7-1: Properties and loading for component No. 1  
Geometry   
Plate thickness t1 [mm] 60 
Height of lateral support t2 [mm] 65 
Thickness of the parent plate tWalz [mm] 130 
Width of lateral support b [mm] 142,5 
Distance between inside of the lateral support and the calotte x [mm] 50 
Inner diameter of top component d [mm] 543 
   
Loading   
Horizontal force Hd [kN] 1936 
Maximum horizontal force on lateral supports hd,max [N/mm] 3404 










Spring stiffness for concrete in compression 
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(5) In order to take into account non-linear effects of the elastic contact between concrete 
and steel the calculation has been carried out using FEM. 
(6) For concrete C30/40 was chosen. 
(7) The concrete pressure is determined by bi-linear spring-elements, see Figure 7-2, where 
the limit pressure of 3∙fcd has been used. 
 
Figure 7-2: Spring-characteristic for the concrete surface 
(8) The numerical analysis was carried with the programme ANSYS12. The use of 2-
dimensional sections makes the use of 2-dimensional Finite Elements possible: 
- Plane 82 for linear elastic material properties for steel, i.e. modulus of elasticity 
210.000 N/mm² and Poisson ratio  = 0.3, 
- COMBIN 39 as bilinear spring model for the concrete pressure. 
7.2 Determination of the Hot-Spot-stresses 
(1) The mechanical model in Figure 7-1 can be simplified for the safety assessment at the 
potential crack location to the model given in Figure 7-3. 
 
Figure 7-3: Mechanical model for the potential crack detail 
(2) The calculations are performed with a Finite-Element-model according to Figure 7-4, 







Hot spot mit r = 1mmt2
t1








Hot spot with r = 1 mm 
Horizontal force 
Springs modeling the elasticity of concrete in compression 
Distance to edge edge of 
calotte, e.g. 50 mm 
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Figure 7-4: Location and orientation of crack in the FE-mesh  
(3) The radius at the critical detail is 1 mm. 
(4) The horizontal force applied is 3404 N/mm. 
(5) The mesh-length in the area of crack is 1x1 mm and has been confirmed by 
convergence-studies. 
(6) For the evaluation of the principal stresses, which are nearly orientated perpendicularly 
to the potential crack direction, the standard hot-spot-stress method with non-linear 
surface extrapolation along the horizontal and the vertical path in Figure 7-4 is used. 
(7) The principal stress HS for the horizontal extrapolation gives 106,3 N/mm² and for the 
vertical extrapolation 127,4 N/mm². For the vertical extrapolation the effect on the 
principal stress at the lateral supports at the point of the horizontal load application was 
separated. 





































Figure 7-5: Determination of the principal hot-spot stress HS by means of non-linear surface 
extrapolation 
7.3 Assessment 
(1) The assessment is based on 
Ed = 178 N/mm² 
vertical path y 

















(2) According to Table 6-3 the dimensions of the steel-component are in the safe-area. 
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8 Simplified assessment with reference to ultimate limit state 
verifications 
8.1 General 
(1) The design of bearings for Ultimate Limit States yields in general the dimensions as given 
in Table 3-2. 
(2) In the following it is assumed that 
1. the ultimate limit state assessments are carried out using the elastic bending theory 
for bars with the stress bend,d limited by the yield strength, 
2. the loading assumptions are compatible with deformations, 
3. assessments are carried out for the critical sections perpendicular to the neutral 
axis (and not in the direction of the probable crack path), 
4. assessments are performed with the design values of action effects (from factored 
loads), 
5. notch effects are neglected in using the elastic bending theory for bars. 
(3) In order to establish a link between the reference stresses Ed defined as Hot-Spot-
stresses according to Dong, for which the fracture mechanics assessments yielded the 
thickness limits in Table 6-3 to Table 6-10, and the stresses bend,d from the ultimate limit 
state assessments the following correlations are necessary: 
1. Difference between the load-level for “frequent” loads and the load level for 
ultimate limit state checks, 
2. Differences between the Hot-Spot-stress HS from the linearization along the crack 
path and the bending stress bend,d limited by the yield strength fy in the adjacent 
critical section perpendicular to the neutral axis. 
8.2 Correlations 
(1) To estimate the difference between the load-level for “frequent loads” and for ultimate 
limit state assessment, the case of canal bridges is adopted, for which 
- the “frequent” load is defined by the permanent load (G+W) and 
- the design load for ultimate limit states is G(G+W) where G = 1,35. 
Hence the “frequent” load is equal to 1/1.35 = 0,75 of the ultimate load. 
(2) As the bending stress bend,d for the critical cross-section perpendicular to the neutral 
axis according to Figure 4-6a is in general smaller than the Hot-Spot-stress Ed along the 
crack path, it is assumed, that the reference stress Ed equal to the Hot-Spot-stress along 
the crack path can be correlated with the bending stress bend,d according to the bending 
theory in the following way: 
(3) Using the assumptions (1) and (2) the reference stress Ed for the fracture mechanics 
assessment can be defined by 
Ed = 0.75∙kDong∙bend,d (8-1) 
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where  
Ed is determined according to the linear bending theory in the 
critical section perpendicular to the neutral axis for 
“frequent” loads 
 
bend,d is the ultimate stress determined in a simplified way 
according to the elastic bending theory in the critical cross 
section perpendicular to the neutral axis for action effects 
from loads factored with . 
 
fy is the yield strength which limits the ultimate limit state 
assessment in the critical section perpendicular to the 
neutral axis 
 
0,75 is the correlation factor between “frequent” load and the 
design load for ultimate limit states. 
 
kDong is the correlation coefficient between the Hot-Spot-stress 
HS according to Dong, see Figure 4-11 and the stress bend 
determined according to the elastic bending theory for the 
critical cross section perpendicular to the neutral axis 
however with the same load level as for HS. 




Figure 8-1: Correlation coefficient between the Hot-Spot-stress HS according to Dong and 
stress bend according to the bending theory for the critical cross section 
perpendicular to the neutral axis 
8.3 Consequences for the choice of material to avoid brittle fracture 
(1) The consequences from the simplifications in 8.1 and 8.2 are demonstrated in Table 8-1. 





















perpendicular to the neutral axis
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Table 8-1: Choice of material for steel components of bearings for the upper and bounds of 









(Sliding plate and lateral guiderail) 
 
t: 55 – 315 mm 
t1: 20 – 215 mm 
t2: 25 – 100 mm 
D: 500 – 1800 mm 
d: 355 - 1385 mm 
b: 50 - 505 mm 
 t = 250 mm 
2A 
Top component 
(sliding plate and lateral guiderail) 
 
t: 55 – 315 mm 
t1: 20 – 215 mm 
t2: 25 – 100 mm 
D: 500 – 1800 mm 
d: 355 - 1385 mm 
b: 50 - 500 mm 
 t = 250 mm 
2B 
Top component 
(sliding plate and lateral guiderail) 
 
 
t1: 55 – 285 mm 
t2: 55 – 170 mm 
aw: 12 - 42 mm  
(K oder Y-Naht) 
D: 440 – 2580 mm 
b: 55 - 570 mm 
t1 = 300 mm 




t: 55 – 255 mm 
t1: 20 – 55 mm 
t2: 20 – 60 mm 
t3: 35 – 150 mm 
D: 330 – 1800 mm 
b: 40-100 mm 
r: 135-590 mm 
t: 55 – 255 mm 
t1: 20 – 55 mm 
t2: 20 – 60 mm 
t3: 35 – 150 mm 
D: 330 – 1800 mm 
b: 40-100 mm 
r: 135-590 mm 
t1 = 200 mm 




t: ≥ 55 mm 
D: 440-3300 mm 
t: ≥ 55 mm 
D: 440-3300 mm 
t = 250 mm 
5 
Bearing for horizontal forces without 
rotation and capacity for vertical forces 
 
t: 30 – 150 mm 
d: 55 – 300 mm 
aw: 5 – 25 mm  
D: 440 - 3300 mm 
t: 30 – 150 mm 
d: 55 – 300 mm 
aw: 5 – 25 mm  
D: 440 - 3300 mm 
t = 40 mm 
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9 Worked examples 
9.1 General 
(1) The worked examples shall demonstrate with a bridge recently built in Germany the use 
of the tables 6.2 to 6.10 for the choice of steel material to avoid brittle fracture for 
bearings. 
(2) The railway bridge located in Hamburg, from which the worked example for bearings 
has been selected, has been designed according EN 1993-2 in connection with the 
associated German National Annex in force. 
(3) The rules in this German National Annex for determining the action effects and 
movements for bearings, which supplement the rules given in EN 1990 and EN 1337, are 
given in Annex E for information. Other National Annexes may lead to other 
requirements for the bearings. 
(4) For comparison sake in addition to the demonstration of the use of tables 6.2 to 6.10 
section 9.4 also gives a complete fracture mechanics assessment of the bearings 
selected as worked examples. 
9.2 Design situation 
(1) The bearing plan used for a railway bridge is given in Figure 9-1. 
 
Figure 9-1: Bearing plan for a railway bridge with reference bearings 8u/A, 8u/C and 10/B 
(2) At the marked positions the bearings designed as spherical bearings for both 
compression and tension forces, shall be assessed. 
(3) The principle structure of the bearings may be taken from Figure 9-2. 
(4) The magnitudes of the compression forces and tension forces in the ultimate limit state 
for the reference bearings is given in Figure 9-3. 
(5) Details of the bearings may be taken from Figure 9-4, Figure 9-5 and Figure 9-6. 
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1) Sliding plate 6) fill plate 
2) Lateral guiderail  7) bottom component 
3) bolted connection (top component – lateral guiderail) 8) bolted connection to anchor plate 
4) calotte (compression) 9) auxiliary attachment for transport 
5) calotte (tension) 10, 10’) anchor plate (welded or bolted) 
Figure 9-2: Spherical bearings for both compressive and tensile forces 
 
 




















Figure 9-4: Bearing in axis 8u/A according to Figure 9-1 
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Figure 9-5: Bearing in axis 8u/C according to Figure 9-1 
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Figure 9-6: Bearing in axis 10/B according to Figure 9-1 
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9.3 Choice of material for the bearings to avoid brittle fracture 
9.3.1 Bearings in axis 8u/A 
(1) The shape and the dimensions of the steel components may be taken from Table 9-1. 
Table 9-1: Steel components of bearings in axis 8u/A 
No. Steel component Sketch Table Result 
1 top component 
 
Ed = HS = 86 N/mm² (= 0,24∙fy) 
6.3  
for 




2 bottom component 
 
Ed = HS = 212 N/mm² (= 0,60∙fy) 
6.3  
for 












4 anchor plate 
 
Ed = HS = 31 N/mm² (= 0,09∙fy) 
6.10 
for 





 *) fulfilled for Ed/fy = 0,25 
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9.3.2 Bearings in axis 8u/C 
(1) The shape and the dimensions of the steel components may be taken from Table 9-2. 
Table 9-2: Steel components of bearings in axis 8u/C 
No. Steel component Sketch Table Result 
1 top component 

Ed = HS = 77 N/mm² (= 0,22∙fy) 
6.3  
for 




2 bottom component 

Ed = HS = 103 N/mm² (= 0,29∙fy) 
6.3  
for 












4 anchor plate 

Ed = HS = 30 N/mm² (= 0,09∙fy) 
6.10 
for 





 *) fulfilled for Ed/fy = 0,25 
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9.3.3 Bearings in axis 10/B 
(1) The shape and the dimensions of the steel components may be taken from Table 9-3. 
Table 9-3: Steel components of bearings in axis 10/B 





Ed = HS = 58,2 N/mm² (= 0,16∙fy) 
6.3  
for 




2 calotte (tension) 

Ed = HS = 104,6 N/mm² (= 0,29∙fy) 
6.9  
for 




3 lateral guiderail 

Ed = HS = 43,4 N/mm² (= 0,13∙fy) 
6.10 
for 









Ed = HS = 17,6 N/mm² (= 0,05∙fy) 
6.5 
for 




 *) fulfilled for Ed/fy = 0,13 
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9.4 Alternative procedure: Full fracture mechanics assessment 
9.4.1 General 
(1) As an alternative to the simplified procedure specified in this report that is applied to 
the three selected bearings in section 9.3 of this report, this section 9.4 gives the full 
fracture mechanics procedure to verify that 
TEd ≥ TRd  
see (2-3). 
(2) The calculations are based on the following assumptions 
- minimum temperature Tmd + ΔTR = – 30 °C 
- tot = P + S 
- where 
- P = HS is the Hot-Spot-stress from external frequent loads 
- S  is a secondary residual stress = 100 MPa 
- K1 (P + S) is the stress-intensity factor corresponding to Ed = P + S 
Example from calculation for bearing 10/B: 
For P = HS = 266 N/mm² the K1-value from the FE-model is 
K1 = 1236 N/mm
3/2, see Table 9-5. 
due to S = 100 N/mm², K1 takes the value: 
K(P + S) = 1.236∙(266+100)/266 = 1.701 N/mm
3/2 
The relevant value for assessment is  
       
     
     
 
    
     
            . 
This value corresponds to 
K*appl,d =2059 N/mm
3/2 = 65,1 MPa m1/2, see Table 9-8. 
Note: In the application of the full fracture mechanics procedure the 
definition 
tot = P + S 
shall be used, whereas the use of the tables 6.2 to 6.10 for the 
simplified procedure is based on 
Ed = P = HS 
in the same way as used for the application of table 2.1 in 
EN 1993-1-10. 
- fy,nom = 355 N/mm² to be reduced for large values t (e.g. fy,nom = 338 N/mm² for 
t = 70 mm) 
- T27J,nom = -20 °C (S 355 J2) 
- ΔTR = +7 °C is the safety element related to the use of nominal values T27J and fy 
according to EN 10025. 
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9.4.2 Design value of initial crack 
(1) The initial crack sizes a0 and the values a0,d used for the calculation for the various 
plate-thicknesses are given in Table 9-4: 
Table 9-4: Design values for crack-like flaws 
steel component 
axis 8u/A axis 8u/C axis 10/B 
t a0 a0,d t a0 a0,d t a0 a0,d 
top component 163 2,55 2,60 163 2,55 2,60 70 2,12 2,50 
bottom component 53 1,99 2,00 70 2,12 2,50    
calotte (tension) 42 1,87 2,00 50 1,96 2,00 72 2,14 2,50 
anchor plate 157 2,53 2,60 67 2,56 2,60 57 2,00 2,00 
lateral guiderail       120 2,39 2,50 
9.4.3 Determination of K1-values from the FE-analysis 
(1) For various values Ed = P (0,25 fy, 0,50 fy, 0,75 fy) Table 9-5 gives the K1-values and Keff-
values obtained from Finite-Element analysis for the fracture mechanics models given in 
Table 9-6, Table 9-7, Table 9-8. 
Table 9-5: K-values from Finite-Element-Analysis of fracture mechanics models as given in 
Table 9-6, Table 9-7 and Table 9-8 for various values Ed/fy = P/fy 
No. component 
0,25∙fy 0,50∙fy 0,75∙fy 
K1 K2 Keff K1 K2 Keff K1 K2 Keff 

















1 373 -17 364 746 -35 729 1119 -52 1093 




1 443 15 451 886 30 902 1329 46 1353 
2 391 -2 390 782 -4 780 1173 -6 1170 
3 541 36 560 1083 71 1120 1624 107 1680 




- 535 -4 533 1071 -9 1066 1606 -13 1600 
4 anchor plate - 1063 -306 948 2126 -612 1896 3190 -919 2844 
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Table 9-5: continued 
No. component 
0,25∙fy 0,50∙fy 0,75∙fy 
K1 K2 Keff K1 K2 Keff K1 K2 Keff 

















1 357 21 368 714 43 737 1071 64 1105 
2 236 -2 235 471 -3 469 706 -5 704 
3 585 -21 575 1170 -42 1150 1755 -63 1724 




1 354 -77 322 707 -155 644 1061 -232 966 
2 452 -113 408 904 -227 815 1357 -340 1223 
3 517 -106 473 1034 -212 946 1552 -318 1420 




- 685 -2 657 1317 -5 1314 1975 -7 1972 
4 anchor plate - 1065 -304 950 2130 -608 1901 3195 -911 2851 
No. component 
0,25∙fy 0,50∙fy 0,75∙fy 
K1 K2 Keff K1 K2 Keff K1 K2 Keff 
















(load case pressure” 
178 -26 166 355 -53 332 533 -79 498 
2 
calotte 
(load case “tension” 
376 65 412 752 130 824 1127 195 1236 
3 calotte (tension) 270 20 280 540 40 560 810 60 841 
4 lateral guiderail 612 -21 602 1224 -42 1203 1836 -63 1805 
5 anchor plate 454 -123 407 909 -246 814 1363 -369 1221 
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Table 9-6: Fracture mechanics assessment for bearing in axis 8u/A for P = 0,50∙fy 
No. Steel component 
Fracture mechanics 
model 
K*appl,d Tmdr TEd T27J TRd 
[MPa∙m
1/2
] [°C] [°C] [°C] [°C] 
1 Top component 
Variant 1 
 
40,5 -30 97 -20 -38 
Variant 2 
 






50 -30 33 -20 -12 
Variant 2 
 
43,3 -30 47 -20 -12 
Variant 3 
 
62,1 -30 5 -20 -12 
Variant 4 
 
28,5 -30 97 -20 -12 
3 Calotte (tension) 
 
59,4 -30 13 -20 -12 
4 Anchor plate 
 
119 -30 -61*) -20 -38*) 
 
*) calculated for Ed/fy = 0,13 
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Table 9-7: Fracture mechanics assessment for bearing in axis 8u/C for P = 0,50∙fy 
No. Steel component 
Fracture mechanics 
model 
K*appl,d Tmdr TEd T27J TRd 
[MPa∙m
1/2
] [°C] [°C] [°C] [°C] 
1 Top component 
Variant 1 
 
40,9 -30 52  -20 -38 
Variant 2 
 
26,2 -30 97 -20 -38 
Variant 3 
 
65,5 -30 -17 -20 -38 
Variant 4 
 






39,3 -30 57 -20 -12 
Variant 2 
 
50,1 -30 31 -20 -12 
Variant 3 
 
57,4 -30 11 -20 -12 
Variant 4 
 
42,0 -30 50 -20 -12 
3 Calotte (tension) 
 
73,0 -30 -9 -20 -12 
4 Anchor plate 
 
119,4 -30 63*) -20 -38*) 
 
*) calculated for Ed/fy = 0,13 
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Table 9-8: Fracture mechanics assessment for bearing in axis 10/B for P = 0,75∙fy 
No. Steel component 
Fracture mechanics 
model 
K*appl,d Tmdr TEd T27J TRd 
[MPa∙m
1/2




Load case 1 – Tension 
 
Load case 2 – Compression 
 
65,1 -30 -4 -20 -38 








44,2 -30 38 -20 -12 
3 Stegeisen 
 




Variant 1: Welded connection 
 
 
71,7 -30 -6 -20 -38 
 *) calculated for Ed/fy = 0,13 
9.4.4 Fracture mechanics assessments 
(1) In Table 9-6, Table 9-7 and Table 9-8 the fracture mechanics models used to calculate 
the K(P) values and the values K
*
appl,d including residual stresses S and finally TEd and 
TRd are given. The reference stresses are P = 0.50 fy in Table 9-6 and Table 9-7 and 
P = 0.75 fy in Table 9-8. 
(2) The condition 
TEd ≥ TRd 
is satisfied for all models except for the anchor plates in 9-6 and Table 9-7 and the 
lateral guiderail in Table 9-8. 
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(3) By choosing a more realistic reference stress P = 0.25 fy for the anchor plate and 
P = 0.13 fy for the lateral guiderail the improvements as given in Table 9-9 can be 
achieved. 
Table 9-9: Modification of assessment by improving the reference stress P 
Bearing P K
*
appl,d Tmdr TEd TRd 
8u/A 0,25∙fy 76,4 -30 °C -29 -38 
8u/C 0,25∙fy 76,5 -30 °C -31 -38 
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Annex E to section 9 – Worked Example 
Objective 
(1) EN 1990 does not give a specific specification for the calculation of design values of 
action effects as forces, moments and movements relevant for the design of bearings. 
(2) It has been left to National Annexes to EN 1990 to give such specifications in the context 
of the use of the Eurocodes for the design of bridges. 
(3) Annex E is the National Annex from Germany. It may be used as an example for such a 
National Annex. It has been used as reference for preparing the worked example in 
section 9 - Worked examples - of the JRC-Report “Choice of steel material for bridge 
bearings to avoid brittle fracture – Addition to EN 1993-1-10”. 
Basic requirements for a National Annex to EN 1990 for preparing the 
technical specifications for bearings 
(1) The particular specification for the calculation of design values of action effects on 
bearings shall take into account the following requirements: 
1. It shall be consistently useable for the following cases of analysis of bridges 
1. The bridge superstructure can be separated from the substructure at the 
interface of the bearings and be treated by an independent analysis model. 
2. Bridge superstructure and bridge substructure interact by mechanical links 
provided by the bearings. As a subsequence the bridge superstructure and the 
bridge substructure form a unique analysis model including the bearings (e.g. 
for elastomeric bearings). 
3. The bridge is an integral bridge without specific bearings. 
2. It shall be consistently useable for the design of transition joints. 
3. Long term regional experiences with measured data of movements should be 
reflected by the rules. 
(2) Particular features of the specification for the calculation of design values of action 
effect on bearings are 
- correction of F to be applied to thermal actions from 1.50 to 1.35 (see 
EN 1990-A1), 
- appropriate definition of material properties e.g. for long term effects of concrete 
or non-metallic material in the bearings. 
(3) Annex E is a proposal from the German National Annex to EN 1990-A1 and is considered 
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